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Liquid loading is an inevitable phenomenon for most gas wells. Liquid loading occurs 

when fluids accumulate in the wellbore instead of producing to the surface. This causes additional 

hydrostatic pressure that lowers formation drawdown and reduces production. The process of de-

watering gas wells is commonly known as gas well deliquification. This involves quantifying if 

liquid production is the source of un-optimization in the well and selecting an appropriate artificial 

lift system to offload the well. This study presents a gas well deliquification workflow, that 

quantifies the extent of liquid loading through production analysis, critical unloading rate, and 

nodal analysis. Once liquid loading is confirmed, a design & review workflow is suggested that 

compares different artificial lifts to select the most effective choice. 

Production analysis includes; (a) evaluating decline trend of rate and estimated bottom hole 

pressure, (b) Nodal analysis, to create a calibrated baseline model that is used as a reference during 

artificial lift design, (c) VLP Stability, and Flow-point analysis to qualitatively understand unstable 

flow in the wellbore. A new critical rate calculation workflow is developed to quantitatively 

confirm liquid loading. This workflow utilizes published critical gas rate correlations and wellhead 

pressure as a weighing criterion to estimate a weighted average critical rate. A separate data-driven 

model, where machine learning is used to estimate critical rate for a target well given its well 
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parameters is also formulated. Both workflows are shown to better predict critical gas rate than 

most published models. If liquid loading is confirmed, applicable lift systems are designed, and 

their production impact is gauged through nodal analysis. With a direct comparison of all 

applicable systems, most suitable system is selected that maximizes incremental production. 

Design & Review workflow is applied to a field in Lower Indus Basin, Pakistan. Several 

wells are evaluated to check if liquid loading is a problem and artificial lift can improve production. 

S-field is the largest field in this dataset, where 10 wells are evaluated. Among the technologies 

suggested for these wells are Gas lift, Coiled Tubing Gas Lift, and Plunger Assisted Gas lifts. 

Beam lift and velocity strings are found to be less effective in the specific case of S-field. 

Several artificial lift selection workflows are published that focus on selecting lifts for oil 

wells. Most only focus on the lift selection and do not include any production analysis to ascertain 

if liquid loading is the cause of low production. Further, many critical rate correlations are 

published however most are applicable for specific ranges of well parameters. This study attempts 

to provide a thorough gas well deliquification workflow. It includes production analysis to quantify 

root cause, new critical rate calculation that is universally applicable on most wells, and artificial 

lift selection process, specific to gas well deliquification, to select the most suitable lift system. 
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 1 

Objectives of Study 

This work is conducted in two main phases. The first phase consists of details about artificial lift 

techniques, literature review regarding published artificial lift selection workflows, and a brief 

overview of critical unloading rates. The outcome of the first phase is a workflow that can be used 

to select and design artificial lift systems for gas wells for deliquification. 

The second phase of this study implements the suggested workflow to evaluate the optimum 

artificial lift system for a field in the lower Indus Basin in Pakistan. Complete evaluation consisting 

of production analysis, artificial lift design, production benefit, and final recommendation based 

on comparison is conducted. This demonstrates the applicability of workflow developed in phase-

I on real wells while also aids the operator of these wells in their field development plans. 

Salient outcomes from this work are: 

• Predict the onset of liquid loading through critical rate calculation 

o Estimate critical rate through weighted average technique 

o Cross-check critical rate through machine learning methods 

• Develop artificial lift design & review workflow to select lift systems for deliquification 

purposes 

• Recommend artificial lift systems for field in the Lower Indus Basin using developed workflow 
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Chapter-1: Artificial Lift for Gas Well Deliquification – Design & 

Review Workflow 

Introduction of Artificial Lifts 

When the gas production is high, gas velocity carries fluid to the surface. As velocity in the 

wellbore decreases due to lower gas influx from the reservoir, its ability to carry liquid droplets to 

the surface diminishes. This results in liquid accumulation in the wellbore, which hinders gas 

production and can ultimately halt it completely. This phenomenon is known as liquid loading. 

Artificial lifts can be used to remove water from the wellbore to reinstate and improve production 

from gas wells. The approach towards selection of artificial lift varies slightly in the case of 

deliquification applications, as produced fluid is generally of no economic value (unless loading 

is due to condensate, which is uncommon). Therefore, the economics of the project is based on 

incremental or lost gas reserves unlocked by deliquification. 

All artificial lift systems and technologies can be used for dewatering gas wells. For this study, 

based on the field data used to test the deliquification workflow, select artificial lifts systems are 

considered, given prior field experience and infrastructure availability in the region. Note that this 

is not an exhaustive list of technologies that are used for deliquification, but only relevant to the 

case study used in this work. For example, Electrical Submersible Pumps (ESP) have many 

successful dewatering applications. However, their application in the field data used for this study 

is inappropriate; therefore, they are not included. 

Gas Lift 

Gas lift is an artificial lift method that requires the injection of external gas into the wellbore from 

the surface. Injected gas is often procured from nearby wells; however, in-situ gas could also be 

used with a wellhead compressor. The addition of gas into wellbore lowers the density of 

production stream, which lowers the flowing bottom hole pressure. This results in lower 

hydrostatic pressure of the accumulated fluid (which is easier to carry out by gas stream) and more 

gas influx from the reservoir. For dewatering applications, the injected gas volume is often 

designed to make the total gas velocity in wellbore higher than the critical velocity. 
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Gas lift has been the artificial lift of choice around the world due to its versatility in application. It 

mimics the phenomenon of natural production and is one of the few lift systems where no 

mechanical parts are installed in the flow conduit (except for gas lift valves in tubing). It is also an 

excellent choice for application in gas wells where the Gas-Liquid Ratio (GLR) is high. Most 

conventional pumping systems typically become inefficient when GLR exceeds ~500 SCF/BBL 

(Lea et al. 2008). However, gas lifts can be applied to high GLR wells where the higher formation 

gas instead aids the system by lowering the requirement for injected gas. Moreover, gas lifts are 

also applicable in wells with significant solid production or deviation. As no mechanical 

equipment is installed in the production conduit, gas lift is relatively unaffected by these 

parameters. Figure 1 shows a schematic of different components of a gas lift system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gas lift is operated in two ways, continuous or intermittent injection. In this study, only continuous 

gas lift is considered. When gas is injected outside the tubing (often in production annulus), it is 

called conventional gas lift. Conventional gas lift is applicable at any depth and wellbore profile 

(as long as injection pressure is available). It is also efficient at a wide range of liquid volume only 

limited by the injection pressure and tubing size. Figure 2 plots the feasibility chart for 

conventional gas lifts. In low production wells or wells where gas lift valves cannot be placed in 

tubing due to mechanical constraints, gas can be injected at the optimum depth using coiled tubing. 

This application is commonly known as Coiled Tubing Gas Lift (CTGL). When gas is injected 

through coiled tubing placed inside the production tubing, coiled tubing not only delivers the gas 

Figure 1 - Components of gas lift system (Lea et al., 2008) 
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at the bottom of the well but also acts as a velocity string, increasing the velocities of gas and fluid. 

The downside of CTGL compared to conventional gas lift is higher frictional losses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plunger Lift 

Plunger lift is an artificial lift system that relies on the reservoir energy to operate. It employs the 

use of a free travelling piston called a plunger, that travels in the production tubing carrying the 

fluid load. The plunger depends on reservoir pressure to rise towards the surface, and gravity to 

fall back. This makes it a cyclic system that has four main stages; pressure build-up, plunger rise, 

gas production (including blowdown time), and plunger fallback. Figure 3 shows a typical 

conventional plunger lift setup. 

Plunger lift is an intermittent artificial lift method, as the well is shut-in in every cycle to allow for 

pressure build-up. It is vital to have enough reservoir energy that can lift the weight of the fluid 

column and the plunger to the surface for this system to work. Often a high permeability reservoir 

is also required to ensure build-up time (well shut-in time) is minimum, and maximum cycles per 

day are achieved. In the deliquification application, once the plunger has lifted the static fluid 

column, it is held at the surface (in the lubricator), and gas is allowed to produce until rates fall 

below the critical rate. This is when liquid starts to reaccumulate in the tubing. This production 

stage is part of the blowdown time in gas wells and is a function of liquid production rate. As the 

produced liquid by the plunger is often of no economic value in deliquification applications (unlike 

oil well applications), cycle count is not the only criterion for optimizing plunger lift. 

Figure 2 - Feasibility chart for gas lift (Lea et al., 2008) 
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Candidate selection criteria for plunger lift is more rigorous in comparison to other deliquification 

techniques as it relies solely on reservoir energy to operate. Firstly, the well must have a GLR 

higher than ~400 SCF/BBL for every 1000ft of lift (Lea et al. 2008). This ensures the reservoir 

can provide enough gas to lift the slug and plunger to surface. Secondly, due to the energy 

constraints, there is a maximum limit to the total volume that plungers can lift. Although this 

maximum limit varies with depth and tubing size, it is still in the ranges of 200-300 bbl/day and 

significantly lower than other lift systems. Plungers also have a limitation in terms of well 

geometry. As plunger falls due to gravity, fall speed starts to decrease in deviated sections 

negatively effecting the cycle time and total liquid production. Figure 4 shows the feasibility chart 

for conventional plunger lifts. 

 

 

Figure 3 - Typical plunger lift setup (Lea et al., 2008) 
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Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

Plunger Assisted Gas Lift (PAGL) is a hybrid of two artificial lift systems; gas lift and plunger lift. 

A plunger is used as a separator between the fluid column and injected gas, which reduces the 

slippage of fluid in the wellbore. Moreover, the applicability of the plunger lift is extended as the 

system no longer relies on reservoir energy to produce. The energy required to propel the fluid 

column and plunger to the surface is provided by surface gas injection. Therefore, PAGL can work 

in any well regardless of reservoir pressure until well can flow liquids above the plunger, and 

adequate surface injection pressure is available. However, as well shut-in is often required as part 

of the PAGL cycle, it may not be very productive in high producing wells. 

PAGL can be operated continuously or intermittently (similar to its constituent plunger lift). 

Several publications refer to the intermittent PAGL as Gas Assisted Plunger Lift (GAPL). 

However, in this study, both modes are referred to as PAGL (Burns 2018). In continuous PAGL, 

gas is continuously injected into the flow stream even when the plunger has retrieved the fluid load 

and is held at the surface in the lubricator. A bypass port plunger is used in such applications that 

allows flow through the plunger body. 

On the contrary, conventional plungers are used in intermittent PAGL, where gas is only injected 

to lift the plunger and fluid column to surface. Once the plunger is held in the lubricator, gas 

injection is halted until the cycle repeats. For continuous PAGL, injection gas pressure is limited 

Figure 4 - Plunger lift feasibility chart (Lea et al., 2008) 
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by the Flowing Bottom Hole Pressure (FBHP) of the well, as the reservoir has to produce against 

the injection pressure. This often adds a bottleneck in the design for total liquid removal. In either 

mode, a one-way check valve is used in the wellbore to ensure injected gas is not injected into the 

reservoir. Figure 5 shows the different components in a PAGL system. 

PAGL cycle consists of three main stages, similar to conventional plunger lift. The cycles include: 

• Rise: The fluid column has accumulated on top of plunger, and gas injection can be initiated 

through the tubing gas lift valve to lift column and plunger to surface. 

• Production/blowdown: The plunger is held at the surface in a lubricator while the well is 

flowing. As gas rates decline, the liquid will start to accumulate in wellbore over the 

plunger Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA). In continuous PAGL, gas is continuously injected 

into the wellbore in this stage while it is halted in intermittent PAGL as soon as the plunger 

reaches the lubricator. 

• Fall: Based on a preset timer, or gas production rate, the plunger is released from the 

lubricator. For continuous PAGL, plunger falls across the production stream. For 

intermittent PAGL, well is shut-in to allow the plunger to fall to the bottom. The plunger 

falls through any accumulated fluid and sits on the bumper spring in the BHA. The cycle 

is then repeated. 

 

Feasibility plots are used for each well to ascertain the applicability of PAGL. The critical gas 

unloading rate and a cut-off of 10 ft/s velocity are used to determine the type of PAGL. Moreover, 

Burns et al. (Burns 2018) suggested the use of Gas-Liquid Ratio (GLR) cut-offs as a guiding 

parameter in the selection between gas lift, plunger lift, and PAGL. For wells with GLR greater 

than 10 Mscf/STB, a conventional plunger lift is recommended. For GLR between ~3 and ~10 

Mscf/STB, PAGL is the suitable lift choice, while a gas lift is recommended for wells with GLR 

less than 3 Mscf/STB. These guidelines, coupled with type plot, are used to determine the PAGL 

type for each well.  
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Based on the critical rate and velocities inside the wellbore, continuous or intermittent PAGL is 

selected. The design process for PAGL is similar to conventional plunger lift, except that a pressure 

calculation is made and fine-tuned based on available injection pressure and flowing bottom hole 

pressure in case of continuous PAGL. The following details are used in the design workflow for 

PAGL. 

• A Small-port generic bypass plunger is used for continuous plunger lift. Rise velocity is 700 

ft/min and fall velocity in gas and liquid is 800 and 400 ft/min, respectively. This rise and fall 

rates are approximations that should be verified in practice using a fluid level sounder. 

• A Generic plunger is used for conventional plunger lift. Rise velocity is 750 ft/min and fall 

velocity is 250 ft/min, this rise and fall rates are approximations that should be verified in 

practice using a fluid level sounder. 

• Based on the average total cycle time for continuous plungers of ~20-40 min, total cycles per 

day are limited to 60. This is used as a boundary condition in design. 

Figure 5 - PAGL components (Lea et al. 2008) 
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• The maximum available injection pressure in the region is ~1000 psi that is used as a boundary 

condition in design. 

• Downhole injection pressure is limited to 90% of flowing bottom hole pressure in wells where 

continuous PAGL is suitable. This is to ensure that reservoir fluid can flow into the wellbore 

against injection pressure. 

• Iterative calculations are made to maximize liquid production while ensuring boundary 

conditions of max casing pressure (injection pressure) and max cycles are met. 

A Microsoft Excel based design model is used for conventional plunger lift, which is updated for 

the PAGL design. Moreover, commercial software is also used to conduct the plunger lift design. 

One well is used to calibrate both techniques. Once an agreement between the two techniques is 

achieved, only commercial software is used for all other wells for what is believed to be better 

accuracy. 

Beam Lift 

Wide availability, reliable infrastructure, and ease of operation have made beam lift possibly the 

most common method to produce liquids from gas wells. Beam lifts consist of a prime mover that 

moves the pumping unit (converting rotary motion to reciprocating motion). Connected to the 

pumping unit are sucker rods that have a downhole pump. Beam lift can operate at any reservoir 

pressure until the fluid level can reach the pump. Figure 6 shows a typical beam lift installation. 

Despite the high upfront cost, beam lifts can be an excellent option for deliquification because it 

has no lower limit for production (several liquid producing gas wells are ultra-low producers), 

unlike other pumping systems like ESPs. Nevertheless, similar to other pumping systems, the 

presence of gas does deteriorate the pump's efficiency. This is countered to an extent by using gas 

separators or designing the wellbore profile to ensure gas does not enter the pump. Figure 7 shows 

the applicability range of beam lift. 
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In most deliquification applications, due to the low volume of liquid production from reservoir in 

comparison to the pump rate of beam lift, the level of fluid falls below the pump depth. The pump 

at this point is said to be "pumped-off". Gas from the reservoir then enters the pump causing several 

Figure 6 - Typical beam lift setup (courtesy Harbison Fischer) 

Figure 7 - Beam lift feasibility chart (Lea et al., 2008) 
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problems, including gas locking and mechanical damage. Several remedies are possible to avoid 

being in a pumped-off scenario. Automated controllers that predict pump-off conditions based on 

design rate or surface dynamometer are one possible solution to mitigate fluid pound conditions. 

Other techniques to minimize gas interference is placing the 

pump below perforations. Due to higher density, liquid 

tends to fall inside wellbore while gas migrates upwards in 

the production annulus. This liquid is then produced 

through the pump into the tubing. Often wellbore 

construction does not provide enough rat-hole to place 

pump below perforations; therefore, gas separators are 

required. Mud anchors, a kind of gas separator, forced the 

fluid to travel downwards to enter the pump. The fluid 

downwards velocity should be less than 0.5 ft/sec to ensure 

it does not carry gas bubbles into the pump. This allows for 

gas fluid separation, similar to placing the pump below 

perforations. Figure 8 depicts a mud anchor-based gas 

separator. Beam lifts are also not suitable for installation in deviated sections. As the downhole 

pump is mechanically connected with the surface unit through sucker rods, placing downhole 

pump in the deviated section creates excessive drag forces on sucker rods in deviated sections, 

causing the "hack-saw" effect. This dramatically reduces the working life of the equipment. Dip-

tubes are used as an alternative to placing the pump in the deviated section, where the pump is 

located in vertical section, while an extended dip-tube is placed in the deviated section to produce 

liquids. 

Velocity String/Tubing Size 

The cross-sectional area available for flow in tubing determines how long and optimized the well 

will flow, as it influences the velocity of the fluid. Selection of tubing size is a trade-off between 

excessive friction pressure, that is minimized by selecting a larger tubing, and ensuring high flow 

velocity so liquid loading will not occur, which is maximized in a smaller tubing. Finally, it is also 

desired that the tubing can reasonably adjust to changes in reservoir performance like depletion 

without the need to conduct frequent workovers.  

Figure 8- Mud anchor (Lea et al., 2008) 
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Velocity string is a small diameter string that is typically installed inside the current larger tubing 

to lower the available flow area. Generally, these strings are closed from bottom-end, so the 

production of fluids is from the annulus of tubing and velocity string. As velocity strings can be 

run without a workover, similar effects as a smaller tubing can be achieved. Closed-end coiled 

tubing is commonly used as velocity strings due to their rapid installation, retrieval, and easy 

availability. Permanent Downhole Gauge (PDG) for continuous pressure and temperature 

measurements can also be installed on a coiled tubing used as a velocity string. Although velocity 

string is an excellent remedy for liquid loading, its overall performance is often inferior to re-

completion with smaller size tubing with equivalent flow area. This is owing to higher friction 

pressures in velocity strings due to the presence of two concentric tubing. 

Tubing design is optimized using nodal 

analysis. Reservoir performance is quantified 

through Inflow Performance Relationship 

(IPR) that models flowing bottom hole 

pressure with production rate. Flow in the 

tubing is quantified using Vertical Lift 

Performance (VLP) that also models flowing 

bottom hole pressure with the production rate 

in the wellbore. Using multiple VLPs (each 

for different tubing sizes) and single IPR, 

most optimum tubing size can be determined. 

It is paramount to ensure flow through 

selected tubing is stable (in the mist flow 

region), and the total production rate is higher than the critical unloading rate for that tubing size 

to ensure effecting unloading of fluids. Figure 9 shows a nodal analysis plot where different tubing 

sizes are compared, giving different solution flowrates. 

Nodal Analysis 

Gas flows through several restrictions on its way from the reservoir matrix to surface. Nodal 

analysis is a technique to quantify the flow (pressure drop, rates) at a determined node. This node 

is conventionally set at the sand face; however, many applications require calculation at the 

Figure 9 - Different tubing size comparison (Lea et al. 

2008) 
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wellhead (such as flow-point analysis). The inflow from the reservoir on the node is explained by 

Inflow Performance Relationship (IPR), which is a correlation of bottom hole pressure with 

production. It is also described as the reservoir deliverability equation. Several IPR correlations 

are used to model different wells in this study. The most common model is Gas Well Backpressure 

equation that plots IPR based on measured well test data. Other IPR models used include Jones 

and Productivity Index when modelling gas reservoir as oil using equivalent Gas Oil Ratio (GOR). 

Going outwards from the node is the flow in tubing till wellhead (wellbore flow), which is 

described by Vertical Lift Performance (VLP) correlations. These equations measure the pressure 

drop due to frictional, hydrostatic, and acceleration components while oil/gas travels through the 

wellbore. There are several multiphase VLP correlations published that model the effects of 

different fluids flowing in the wellbore. As this is a gas study, Gray 1978 correlation, which is 

widely used to model gas wells, is used in this work. 

When IPR and VLP curves are constructed on the 

same plot, their intersection is the operating point of 

the well. Often the VLP curve will intersect IPR at 

two points. The selection of operating point among 

these two intersections is based on the stability of 

flow in the wellbore. Figure 10 shows a schematic 

of nodal analysis plot. 

 

VLP Stability 

VLP correlations are used to model pressure drop across tubing. Among three components that 

add to total pressure drop, frictional losses, and hydrostatic head are the dominating factors. 

Hydrostatic pressure component is derived from the pressure of the fluid column that is 

accumulated in the wellbore. Specific to gas wells, at high production rates, all liquid produced in 

the wellbore is carried by the gas to the surface in mist form. In this scenario, frictional losses 

make the primary component of pressure loss. As production rates decline, flow patterns change 

to bubble flow where liquid is held-up in wellbore, and gas flows through this liquid in the form 

of bubbles. In this scenario, hydrostatic pressure is the dominating factor. Figure 11 shows two 

Figure 10 - Nodal analysis plot (Lea et al., 2008) 
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dotted lines depicting these two phenomena. The combination of these is plotted in the solid line. 

This combined effect forces the curve through a minimum, which is generally considered the limit 

of stability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In practice, the VLP curve alone can be used to predict the onset of liquid loading. The far-right 

of minimum on the VLP curve is considered stable region, predicting mist flow. Under these 

conditions, most produced liquid is carried to the surface by the gas stream. As production nears 

the minimum, it enters a slug region where chunks of liquids are produced by gas pockets. This 

behaviour is a precursor to liquid loading. The left side of the VLP curve minimum is considered 

an unstable region, and produced water is expected to accumulate in the wellbore. When 

production is near, on or at the left of VLP minimum, a remedy is required to bring production 

back in the stable (far right) region. Although this is a qualitative approach, it can be used as a first 

step tool to check for liquid loading. 

Flow-point Analysis 

Flow-point is the apex of the outflow curve when the node is set to the wellhead. This VLP curve 

(estimated at the wellhead) is plotted with IPR to conduct the flow-point analysis. The difference 

between the two curves is the difference between wellhead pressure and flowing bottom hole 

pressure. Similar to VLP stability, production on the right of the apex (flow-point) is stable while 

production near or left of the apex is unstable. Although the root cause of instability is the same 

(liquid loading), the mechanism of instability is not the same as VLP stability, where the instability 

is due to lower velocities that are insufficient to carry fluid to surface. For the flow-point curve, 

Figure 11 - Components of pressure loss in tubing (Lea et al., 2008) 
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every change in wellhead pressure translates to a similar change in bottom hole pressure. Often 

production rate is not available from the reservoir that corresponds to this bottom hole pressure 

value. This results in an unstable flow condition. As there cannot be two pressure values at the 

same point, the system readjusts by moving the flowrate to a compatible value (that is to the right 

of flow-point), or if such a point is not possible, the instability kills the well (Greene 1983). Figure 

12 shows a flow-point analysis plot schematic highlighting unstable region with dotted lines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VLP stability, in conjunction with flow-point and nodal analysis, can be used to supplement 

investigation for stable flow in the wellbore. Critical rate with production plots can further be used 

with these tools to qualitatively and quantitatively ascertain liquid loading in gas wells before 

investing in artificial lifts to remedy the problem. 

 

Artificial Lift Selection 

Several workflows that aid in the selection of artificial lifts have been published. The primary goal 

of these workflows is to guide design engineers in selecting the most suitable artificial lift based 

on multiple factors that include well parameters, reservoir properties and operating ranges of 

artificial lifts. As selection and design is a complex process, therefore these workflows are used to 

systematically compare the artificial lifts and select the most appropriate option. 

Figure 12 – Flow-point analysis plot (Lea et al., 2008) 
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Selection workflows are mainly categorized as Expert Systems, Machine Learning, or design & 

review models. Although these programs are only as good as their knowledge base and training 

dataset, they provide a new paradigm to the classical methods of selection. Arguably, there is no 

right approach to select an artificial lift system, which should vary with the case as much as the 

artificial lift itself. 

Expert Systems 

Expert systems are computer programs that are designed to make decisions based on the fulfilment 

of certain criteria. In a nutshell, expert systems are a collection of what-if statements that execute 

based on the initial input data. 

All expert systems have a knowledge base, where the results of several decisions to common 

problems are stored. This is the most vital element of any expert system, and the system is as good 

as its data bank. It is also critical that the knowledge base is not intrinsically biased, which will 

force the entire system to make flawed decisions. The databank is created by data from experts in 

the respective field (hence the name), through direct input or by completing carefully designed 

surveys. Two widely popular expert systems for artificial lift selection are SEDLA and OPUS. 

SEDLA Expert system (Espin et al. 1994) 

This is one of the most thorough attempts in creating an expert system for artificial lift selection. 

The system consists of three distinct modules, each tackles a different aspect of the problem. 

Module-1 is the classic expert module, where an applicable artificial lift is selected based on the 

input data. The inputs for this module are well and reservoir data, while the output is the artificial 

lift type. Module-2 is based on textbook design calculations, that takes observations and user input 

data from Module-1 and conducts design of the selected artificial lift system. The inputs for this 

module are the selected artificial lift and well data, while the output is production rates. Module-

3- conducts economic analysis to evaluate the financial feasibility of installing the selected 

artificial lift using estimated production rates from that lift. Figure 13 depicts the SEDLA program 

flowchart. 
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The expert system module in SEDLA uses the following logic flow to select the artificial lift 

method (Espin et al. 1994).  

1. Input parameters provided by users are sorted as 

a. Quantitative parameters such as well depth, reservoir pressure, et cetera. 

b. Qualitative parameters such as well locations, availability of gas for injection, et 

cetera. 

c. Production problems such as H2S, corrosion, asphaltenes, formation scale, et 

cetera. 

2. Using input parameters, unsuitable options are discarded. 

Figure 13 - SEDLA program flow (Espin 1994) 
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a. If injection gas is not available, any artificial lift requiring gas injection is ruled out 

immediately. 

3. Remaining options are high graded based on input data by using a weighing score attributed 

to each parameter 

a. If-else conditions are used for each parameter to assign a weighing score to each 

artificial lift system. For example: if the depth is greater than 10,000ft, PCP will 

get a negative score as its applicability is limited to depths shallower than 10,000ft. 

Similarly, if a well has sand production, PCP will receive higher positive scores for 

this parameter. 

b. The system with the highest cumulative score gets ranked highest and is selected 

as the lift system of choice by the expert system 

Despite being one of the most thorough expert systems published for artificial lift selection, 

SEDLA falls short of automating the entire process. Some of the shortfalls include: 

• The knowledge base does not account for local limitations that may significantly skew the 

selection of lift system. 

• Use of global averages for operating expenses for different lift systems that may vary 

significantly with geographical location. 

• As this is a feed-forward system (information flows from module 1 to 3), there is no effect 

of economics results on the outcome of Module-1. Consequently, Module-1 might select 

an artificial lift system based on the expert review, however, it may not be the most 

economical lift type. This is a major drawback of this system. 
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OPUS Expert System – (Valentin et al. 1988) 

The overall workflow of OPUS is very similar 

to SEDLA. Instead of directly using a 

weighted scoring method to high-grade and 

select artificial lift systems, it uses an 

elimination methodology. Further, its 

knowledge base consists of several rules that 

are used by the inference engine to make a 

decision. An example of such a rule is: If Oil 

API < 20, ESP = not suitable. The sets of rules 

are divided between two levels, where the 

rejection of any level-1 rule results in instant 

elimination. Similarly, the inference engine 

checks all the user input parameters against the 

knowledge base and eliminates a lift system if 

the rules are not satisfied. The user is left with 

the most applicable lift system and a range of 

other systems that are not a perfect match but 

were not eliminated as they did not reject any level-1 rule in the knowledge base. A design and 

economics module similar to SEDLA is then used to size the lift system and predict economic 

parameters. Figure 14 shows the hierarchal structure of OPUS. 

Although significant work has been done on expert systems for artificial lifts, this approach has 

not picked up mainstream popularity between operators and producers due to significant bias of 

each system towards their knowledge base. This shortfall coupled with advances in artificial 

intelligence led to the development of machine learning models, that could be trained with local 

data and be applicable in more scenarios than the static knowledge held in expert systems. 

Selection through Machine Learning Models 

Supervised machine learning is a great alternative to expert systems for selection of artificial lifts. 

Database of wells installed with artificial lifts can be used to train machines such as decision tree 

Figure 14 – OPUS artificial lift selection workflow – 

Valentin et al. 1988 
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models and artificial neural networks to correlate different well and reservoir parameters with 

successful artificial lift implementation. 

Machine learning has two obvious benefits to expert systems. First, the model can be trained using 

a local dataset, wells in similar area/field that have already been tested with different forms of 

artificial lift and have positive or negative results. Therefore, the model has local experience rather 

than global knowledge or set of rules. Second, as machine learning is a constant process, every 

successful or failed installation is another data point for the model to improve its correlation. 

Lastly, the design module of the program can use expected production profiles versus realized 

production to improve the correlation between the reservoir and the design parameters. 

Artificial lift selection problem consists of a large set of properties all of which have a varying 

degree of influence on the final selection. A few of these properties are listed in Table 1. As this a 

multivariate problem, it is vital to conduct feature engineering (lower the dimensions of the 

problem by selecting the most important variables). Several techniques such as feature ranking, 

dimensionality reduction, etc. can be employed to ensure maximum variance is explained by a 

minimum number of input parameters. 

 

Ounsakul (Ounsakul et al. 2019) developed an artificial lift selection workflow using neural 

networks. They use a database of 30,000 wells to train this machine. Each artificial lift installation 

is characterized on a quantifiable scale for the machine to interpret the success of lift installation. 

The artificial lifts used in the sample set included Gas Lift, Beam pump, ESP and PCP. The 

Table 1 - Parameters required in artificial lift design and selection – Ounsakul et al., 2019 
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database is split into train-validate-test sets, 

where the model is trained on the train set, fine-

tuned on the validate set and tested for accuracy 

on the test set. 

This model was used to select artificial lifts for 

9 new wells. They used normalized lifting cost 

per barrel versus normalized production to 

check if selected artificial lift resulted in lower 

cost and higher production. Figure 15 cross-

plots normalized cost and production of the 

sample set wells (black dots) and the new 9 

wells (yellow dots). As seen, the machine 

learning model selected a lift system that 

resulted in low lifting cost and relatively high production for most of the 9 new wells. 

Gas well Artificial Lift System Selection 

Artificial lift installation for dewatering gas wells, pose additional challenges in selecting an 

optimum system. Most types of pumps (electric, hydraulic, etc.) significantly loose efficiency 

when operated with large amounts of gas. Despite state-of-the-art gas separation modifications 

(like Advanced Gas Handlers, Poseidon- Schlumberger, and Gas Master-Centrilift for electrical 

submersible pumps, Vortex separators for beam lifts, etc.) efficiency and run life is not comparable 

to installations done in low gas conditions. Therefore, using selection workflows designed for oil 

wells will yield incorrect results in deliquification applications. 

Oyewole and Lea, 2008 suggested workflow for selecting lift system using bottom hole pressure. 

They compared several lift types in different wellbore constructions (vertical, horizontal, S-

shaped, etc.) and suggested to use the lift system that produced the lowest bottom hole pressure 

estimated through nodal analysis. Their review and selection process is based on the gas well field 

test in North San Juan basin. Despite using a design and review approach to compare and select 

the optimum lift system, their workflow lacks completeness as production profiling is not part of 

the algorithm. Figure 16 and Figure 17 depicts selection criteria. 

Figure 15- Normalized cost vs production - Ounsakul et 

al., 2019 
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Figure 16 - Lift selection matrix for wells with little or no solids (Oyewole and Lea 2008) 

Figure 17 - Lift Selection matrix for wells with solids (Oyewole and Lea, 2008) 
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Design & Review Workflow for Gas Well Deliquification  

In the absence of significant datasets (that rules out machine learning), a straightforward approach 

to select artificial lift for deliquification is conducting design, review and comparison of each 

applicable technology on a well-by-well basis. Applicable technologies can be listed by 

eliminating options that are not possible (such as gas lift in the absence of injection gas). A general 

structure is then used that directs the flow of information from one lift system to others. Results 

from all lift systems can be compared to select the most optimum solution. 

Given the proportion of gas is significant in gas producing wells, downhole pumps have an inherent 

disadvantage due to lower efficiency. Nevertheless, they can be superior options for a specific 

case, therefore should be included in the comparison. 

For the specific case of fields used in this study, based on prior experience in the region and 

availability of infrastructure, following lift systems are part of this workflow. However, the 

suggested workflow can be used with any number and type of lifts. 

• Gas Lift 

• Coiled Tubing Gas Lift 

• Plunger Lift 

• Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

• Beam Lift 

• Velocity Strings / Tubing Size Optimization 

Unlike most of the selection workflows published in the literature, the approach in this work 

suggests starting from production analysis of the target well. It is vital to quantify if liquid loading 

is the cause behind unoptimized production and develop a baseline understanding of the production 

trend. This aids in the selection of a lift system, quantification of incremental production and 

evaluation of production trends post-installation. 

Liquid loading can be quantified by comparing the production rate with the critical unloading rate 

for the target well. This will suggest the onset and extent of liquid loading. Moreover, production 

logs and fluid level detection can also be used to estimate fluid holdup (fluid accumulation in the 

wellbore). System nodal analysis is used to create baseline models to estimate current bottom hole 
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pressure, calibrated with last known well test data. These models can then be used to compare 

changes in production and well parameters post artificial lift installation. 

Nodal analysis in this workflow is conducted on PROSPER, a commercial system analysis tool 

developed by Petroleum Experts. Several Inflow Performance Relationships (IPR) models are used 

to create reservoir deliverability curves. For baseline models, Gray 1978 Vertical Lift Performance 

(VLP) model is used due to its applicability in gas wells. 

Figure 18 shows a schematic of the gas well deliquification workflow developed and used in this 

study. 
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  Figure 18 - Artificial lift selection workflow for gas well deliquification suggested in this study 
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Chapter-2: Critical Unloading Rate 

Weighted Average Critical Rate 

The most widely accepted technique to predict liquid loading is to estimate the critical gas rate 

required to produce all liquids in the wellbore to the surface. Several authors have suggested 

different correlations to predict the gas velocities, required to lift a known diameter of a liquid 

bubble in the wellbore. Despite the significant understanding of the physical phenomena of liquid 

flow in the core gas stream, most published models are empirical correlations that try to fit Stokes’ 

law using empirical constants on an experimental dataset. Among the many published works, more 

widely used correlations include the Turner’s 1969 model and Coleman’s 1991 modification to 

Turner's model. As most of these equations are empirical, they are most applicable in situations on 

which they were fine-tuned. This can easily be tested by applying these correlations on different 

datasets – for example, testing Turner’s model on ultra-low Wellhead Pressure (WHP) wells. 

This work proposes a new weighted average critical rate calculation workflow, that utilizes 

published empirical correlations together with wellhead pressure as a weighing parameter to 

estimate critical rate. Instead of using a single model, this technique utilizes all major correlations 

while controlling their influence on the final critical rate through the weighting factor. The next 

section introduces major liquid loading models briefly, for the reader to better understand why 

only certain correlations are used in this study’s weighted average workflow. 

Turner (1969) Drop Model 

Turner et al. 1969, proposed estimating critical gas rate using fluid mechanics, where they equated 

forces from gas flow pushing upwards to gravitational pull downwards on the liquid droplet. At 

the instance where the relative velocity of the drop with gas flow is negligible, liquid droplet would 

be motionless and flow towards the surface with the gas stream. As gravitational and drag forces 

are a function of the droplet size, quantifying largest drop size is critical to estimating gas velocity.  

Hinze 1955, correlated the use of weber number with maximum droplet size, as it depends on the 

velocity, pressure and surface tension. Given the critical weber number of 30, at which most 

droplets shatter into smaller ones, terminal velocity equation is shown in Eq (1). 
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 𝑣𝑡 =
1.3 𝜎

1
4(𝜌𝐿 − 𝜌𝑔)1/4

𝐶𝑑
1/4 𝜌𝑔

1/2
 (1) 

Further, Turner et al. 1969, showed that for a typical field application, drag coefficient has a 

relatively constant value of 0.44, therefore the terminal velocity equation reduces to Eq (2). 

 𝑣𝑡 =
17.6 𝜎

1
4(𝜌𝐿 − 𝜌𝑔)1/4

 𝜌𝑔
1/2

 (2) 

Although the development of the drop model is based on force balance in fluid mechanics, there 

are empirical constants built into the final equation widely used in industry today. Moreover, the 

resultant equation associated with the Turner model has a 20% upwards adjustment to better fit 

the dataset they used to validate this equation. This adjustment coupled with the use of 

experimental weber number cutoff and constant drag coefficient embedded significant empirical 

roots in the final form of the Turner model as shown in Eq (3). 

 𝑣𝑡 =
20.4 𝜎

1
4(𝜌𝐿 − 𝜌𝑔)1/4

𝜌𝑔
1/2

 (3) 

Coleman (1991) Model 

The dataset used by Turner et al. 1969, to test their model had most wells with WHP higher than 

500psi. A large chunk of these wells had WHP higher than 2500 psi, therefore, suggesting their 

work was tuned using a dataset of higher rate wells. Coleman et al. 1991, while reviewing the 

formulation and assumptions of the droplet model, applied Turner’s model on low-pressure wells 

with WHP lower than 500 psi and found discrepancies. Their work led to a significant 

understanding of the droplet model. 

Coleman suggested using Turner’s model without the 20% upward adjustment when modelling 

wells with low WHP. Using field tests, they suggested condensed water as a major cause of loading 

in low pressure gas wells. Moreover, by carefully manipulating individual parameters in test wells, 

they found that variables like temperature, liquid gravity, interfacial tension, liquid rate and Liquid 

Gas Ratio (LGR) has minimum influence on the terminal velocity. This was a powerful decoupling 

of important parameters with critical rate calculation and endorsement of application Stokes’ law. 
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Essentially, they proposed that the critical gas rate can be reasonably estimated by knowing the 

target well’s WHP and gas specific gravity. Similar to Turner et al., Coleman’s work provided 

field dataset with known results to test these modifications to critical gas rate correlation. 

As Coleman’s work is the same as Turner’s, it follows the same assumptions for droplet size, 

shape, and drag coefficients. Coleman’s terminal velocity is given in Eq (4). 

 𝑣𝑡 =
17.6 𝜎

1
4(𝜌𝐿 − 𝜌𝑔)1/4

 𝜌𝑔
1/2

 (4) 

Nosseir (2000) Model 

Adopting Turner’s liquid droplet model as a basis, Nosseir et al. 2000, critiqued inaccuracy in the 

empirical model suggested by Turner and Coleman as one recommended 20% upward adjustment 

while other argued against it. Nosseir attempted to analytically explain the requirement of the 

adjustment factor by investigating the drag coefficient assumption used by Turner. They worked 

on flow regime in the wellbore, classifying it as laminar, transient and turbulent flow. 

Stokes’ law was initially derived for terminal velocity of a solid particle in the laminar regime - 

Reynold’s number (NRe) < 1. However, in reality, most gas wells during high production will have 

Reynold’s number significantly higher than 1. Moreover, the initial application of Stokes’ law was 

on spherical solid particles while the application in this scenario is on liquid particles that are 

assumed to be spherical. The latter assumption is questionable given transition and turbulent flow 

regime in gas wells. Transition regime is classified as NRe between 1 and 1000 while the turbulent 

regime is NRe greater than 1000. To account for different flow regimes, Nosseir suggested 

modification to the droplet model approach by Turner. 

Turner et al. 1969, assumed constant turbulent flow in gas wells, with NRe between 10,000 and 

200,000. This resulted in a constant drag coefficient of 0.44, that was inbuilt in the terminal 

velocity equation. Nosseir found, for many wells from the Turner’s dataset, NRe exceeded well 

beyond 200,000, for which drag coefficient should be adjusted to 0.2. Similarly, for lower NRe 

wells, drag coefficient should be appropriately adjusted. Using this as a guiding principle (keeping 

everything else similar to Turner’s approach), Nosseir suggested Eq (5) and Eq (6) for terminal 

velocity. 
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For transition flow regime (low gas flowrate wells): 

 𝑣𝑡 =
14.6 𝜎0.35(𝜌𝐿 − 𝜌𝑔)0.21

𝜇0.134 𝜌𝑔
0.426

 (5) 

For highly turbulent flow regime (high gas flowrate wells): 

 𝑣𝑡 =
21.3 𝜎0.25(𝜌𝐿 − 𝜌𝑔)0.25

 𝜌𝑔
0.5

 (6) 

This modification to the Turner model resulted in a ~3% reduction in error between observed and 

actual critical rate on Turner’s dataset. However, the authors of this study observed that Nosseir 

did not use the entire dataset provided by Turner. This might create a bias in the results presented 

by Nosseir. 

Li et al. (2001) Model 

Similar to Nosseir’s working, Li et al. 2001, evaluated Turner’s droplet model by applying it to 

wells in China and found that it over-predicted critical rates in two-third of the cases. Their attempt 

to improve the droplet model lies in investigating the shape of the droplet as it moves in the 

wellbore. Turner assumed spherical droplet and used 30 as weber number cutoff when deriving 

their equation. Li suggested that due to the presence of pressure differential between the fore and 

aft sides of the drop, assumption of spherical shape is invalid. The liquid drop will most likely 

transform away from spherical shape to convex bean-like shape. This will increase the effective 

surface area for drag forces, requiring lower gas velocities to lift the droplet to the surface. 

As a bean-shaped drop is considered, the effective area available to gas is almost 100%, therefore 

Li suggested using drag coefficient as 1, increasing it from 0.44 as assumed by Turner for highly 

turbulent gas wells. Incorporating these modifications - change of shape and drag coefficients - 

into Stokes’ law and following similar derivation approach as Turner, Li’s terminal velocity is 

given in Eq (7). 

 𝑣𝑡 =
0.7241 [(𝜌𝐿 − 𝜌𝑔)𝜎]0.25

𝜌𝑔
0.426

 (7) 

A comparison of Li’s model with other published model depicts significant under-prediction of 

critical gas rate by their model. The dataset used in their study was limited to a few wells from 
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China. Furthermore, the application of their model on Turner and Coleman’s dataset showed 

significant mispredictions. Li’s basic assumption of bean shape droplet may not be entirely 

accurate throughout the wellbore, as near-surface, pressures are often significantly lower than 

bottom hole and differential across the droplet may be insignificant to cause any shape change. 

Luan and He (2012) Model 

Luan and He, 2012, took an approach similar to the working in this study. They compared the 

critical rates estimated by Li and Turner’s correlation using a dataset of ~300 low pressure gas 

wells. Similar to the observation in this study, Li’s method underestimated while Turner’s method 

overestimated the predictions. Hypothesizing that the real unloading rate lies between these two 

extremes, Luan and He suggested to use the two rates as boundary conditions and defined a new 

empirical constant S - loss of gas energy - that ranges from zero to unity to estimate the real 

unloading rate. 

The physical reason between the difference in rate estimated by Li and Turner’s model is their 

description of the liquid droplet and corresponding drag coefficient. Luan and He suggested, that 

neither is completely correct as droplets change shape while rising, coalesce, break and rollover. 

This is empirically captured in the constant S. Their critical velocity correlation is given in Eq (8). 

 𝑣𝑡 = 𝑣𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡−𝐿 + 𝑆 × (𝑣𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡−𝑇 − 𝑣𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡−𝐿) (8) 

where vcrit-T is Turner critical velocity and vcrit-L is Li critical velocity respectively. Authors used 

the dataset to identify the range of constant S, which was shown to be from 0.75 to 0.83. For 

simplification, the upper limit of loss factor S (0.83) is used for calculation of critical velocity. 

Weighted Average Critical Rate Formulation 

Most of the critical gas rate models discussed above relied on a dataset to fine-tune their 

correlations. This introduced an empirical constant to the model that limits its universal 

applicability. Moreover, the dataset used by most authors have wells that are similar in terms of 

one parameter or other. For Turner’s dataset, this was high wellhead pressure wells (most WHP > 

1000 psi) while Coleman’s dataset included wells with only 2.441 inch tubing ID and most wells 

with WHP < 250 psi. Awolusi (Awolusi 2005) based their work on low pressure stripper gas wells 

with setup in a laboratory using air and water only. 
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This suggests none of the empirical models has been validated for application in all cases, 

regardless of well parameters. Furthermore, from investigating the dataset of these published 

models, it is evident that one of the most important parameters in selecting a particular equation is 

WHP. For example, if the target well wellhead pressure is high than Turner’s model is more 

applicable given it was calibrated using high WHP dataset. 

Using wellhead pressure as a weighting criterion, instead of selecting one model, a weighted 

average of multiple published model is used. As will be shown later, this results in better estimation 

of critical rate. This largely because, by employing a weighting criterion, the appropriate critical 

model for that specific scenario is used for calculation. 

Weighting Criteria 

The dataset of all major models described above are investigated and average wellhead pressure 

in each of them is noted. Average WHP for each major publication is given in Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As Luan and He used the dataset of Coleman, their average pressure is the same. Furthermore, by 

using Luan and He (that uses a loss factor S to weight Li’s correlation), we do not need to consider 

Li’s model in our correlation. Given Coleman’s equation is exactly Turner’s model without 

empirical adjustment, we can also omit Coleman’s equation from our calculation. Therefore, the 

weighted average technique utilizes Turner, Nossier and Luan and He model with wellhead 

pressure as the weighting parameter for an average between these three equations. 

The workflow in selecting the appropriate equation is as follows: 

· If Wellhead pressure is above 2481 psi, use Turner et al. 1969 correlation 

Model
Avg Pressure 

(psia)

Turner 2481

Coleman 149

Nossier 1540

Li et al 2380

Luan & He 149

Table 2 - Average WHP in published datasets 
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· If Wellhead pressure is below 149 psi, use Luan and He 2012 correlation 

· If Wellhead pressure is between 2481 and 1540, use a weighted average of Turner 1969 and 

Nosseir 2000 models 

· If Wellhead pressure is between 1540 and 149, use a weighted average of Nosseir 2000 and 

Luan and He 2012 models 

Further, during the validation process of this workflow, it was found that normal loss factor S in 

Luan and He correlation as suggested by the authors is not between 0.7 and 0.85. Instead, this 

value is lower than 0.5, around between 0.2-0.3 in most cases. If we analyze Luan and He 

correlation, lowering this constant, forces the equation to the result near Li’s model (which predicts 

a lower than expected critical gas rate). As we are already using Turner’s model and the appropriate 

weighting factor for high WHP wells, it makes sense to use lower S factor to dampen the effect of 

Turner model when using Luan and He for low WHP wells. Alternatively, we can also remove 

Luan and He completely and use Li’s model for lower WHP wells, however, the results achieved 

with this method are not as accurate. The reason for this is likely embedded in the formulation of 

Li’s correlation, as it is stipulated assuming highly turbulent wells, where bubbles of liquid change 

into bean-like shape due to pressure gradient across the bubble. In low WHP wells, gas flowrate 

is likely on the lower side therefore bubbles might not be as elliptical throughout the wellbore as 

hypothesized by Li et al. 2001. 

To estimate the Weight Factor (WF), the following correlations are used 

·       If Wellhead pressure is between 2481 and 1540 – use Eq (9) and (10): 

 𝑊𝐹 =  
2481 − 𝑊𝐻𝑃

941
 (9) 

 

 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝑅 = (1 − 𝑊𝐹) × 𝑄𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟
+ (𝑊𝐹) × 𝑄𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑒𝑟

 (10) 

 

·       If Wellhead pressure is between 1540 and 149 – use Eq (11) and (12): 

 𝑊𝐹 =  
1541 − 𝑊𝐻𝑃

1392
 (11) 
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 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝑅 = (1 − 𝑊𝐹) × 𝑄𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑒𝑟
+  (𝑊𝐹) × 𝑄𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝐿𝑢𝑎𝑛&𝐻𝑒

 (12) 

 

Validation 

Assessing the performance of the critical equation is key to evaluate its effectiveness in field 

implementation. Most publications have used cross plots (scatter plots) to validate their 

correlations. Test critical flowrate for each well is plotted against the calculated critical flowrate. 

The diagonal line on this plot divides it in unloaded and loaded-up regimes. If a well is near load-

up condition, it should fall on or near the diagonal lines. To measure effectiveness, it is paramount 

to use data in which we know the true critical rate. This is either known by observing the flow 

behavior in a laboratory or by observing wellhead pressure, wellhead temperature fluctuation and 

production data fluctuations on the field using a chart recorder. Historically, most publications 

have used dataset provided by Turner et al. 1969 (high WHP wells) or Coleman et al. 1991 (low 

WHP wells). As the intention is to demonstrate the applicability of the weighted average critical 

rate over the entire spectrum of wells, both datasets are used for validation. Moreover, a study 

conducted by Awolusi, 2005, separately measured critical flowrates for ultra-low wellhead 

pressure (<50 psi) using air and water in a laboratory setup. This dataset is also used for validation 

of this workflow to demonstrate its universal applicability. 
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Figure 19 - Results from WACR using Turner's (1969) dataset 

Figure 20 - Results from WACR using Coleman's (1991) dataset 
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Figure 19 plots Turner et al. 1969 dataset where the critical gas rate is estimated using the weighted 

average technique. The plot depicts reasonable accuracy in predicting the unloaded and loaded up 

wells - segregation of blue points above black diagonal and orange points below diagonal. There 

are a couple of mispredictions of loaded-up wells that are predicted as being unloaded however 

overall accuracy is reasonable. The mean absolute error in Turner’s dataset is ~20%. 

Figure 20 plots Coleman et al. 1991 dataset where the critical gas rate is estimated using the 

weighted average technique. This plot differs from Turner’s as Coleman’s dataset only included 

wells that were near load-up. Therefore, we are plotting estimated critical rate with known true 

critical rates. As depicted by the plot, the weighted average technique produces reasonable results, 

as we observe that the diagonal line is the best fit line to Coleman dataset. It should be noted that 

the same model is used on Turner and Coleman’s dataset and reasonable results are produced 

across the entire spectrum of wellhead pressures. The mean absolute error in Coleman’s dataset is 

~11%. 

The applicability of this workflow to any wellhead pressure is also validated by testing it on the 

dataset collected by Awolusi during their experiment to measure the critical flowrate of ultra-low 

wellhead pressure wells (WHP < 50 psi). Figure 21 plots Awolusi’s dataset where the critical gas 

rate is estimated using the weighted average technique. The plot type is similar to Coleman’s where 

Figure 21 - Results from WACR using Awolusi's (2005) dataset 
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the diagonal acts as a best-fit line. As depicted in the plot, the weighted average technique produces 

excellent match with test critical gas rate for wellhead pressures less than 50psi. This validates the 

applicability of this method on ultra-low flowrate gas wells. 

Nomenclature 

𝑣𝑡 = Critical velocity 

𝜎 = interfacial tension 

𝜌𝐿 = Liquid density 

𝜌𝑔 = Gas density 

𝐶𝑑 = Drag coefficient 

𝜇 = viscosity 

𝑆 = loss of gas energy 
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Machine Learning Model to Estimate Critical Gas Rate 

Despite a plethora of analytical and empirical correlations to predict the onset of liquid loading, 

there has been minimal work done to estimate this property through data-driven methods. In 

developing these equations, there are often in-built principles and biases (often coming from expert 

knowledge) that may not be applicable in all scenarios where the equation is applied. This limits 

the predictive ability of correlations. One approach to counter this problem is to employ data-

driven techniques in understanding the influence of individual parameters on the critical rate. 

Moreover, using these inferences, data can be used to train machine learning models for prediction 

purposes. Therefore, this section seeks to: 

• Understand what parameters have the most significant influence on the critical rate. 

• Use the best fit model, together with the most influential parameters, to predict the critical 

rate. 

Approach 

Similar to all machine learning workflows, the approach undertaken in this study involves data 

engineering and model creation/tuning. A supervised machine learning method, decision tree 

model, is used to estimate the critical gas rate. As supervised learning methods rely on known 

actual values in the training dataset to learn, the dataset available was limited to studies where 

authors measured the true critical rate. 

Data engineering includes gathering data from different sources, estimating missing values in the 

dataset using interpolation/extrapolation techniques, categorizing different variables, and feature 

engineering. Feature engineering involves analyzing different features in dataset (for example, 

Depth, Wellhead Pressure, et cetera in this application) to ensure they can be compared/correlated 

with each other. This involves reviewing each feature in light of its distribution, spread, skewness, 

and how they correlate with one another. The main objective of data engineering is to ensure all 

features add value to the model, without introducing collinearity or redundancy. It is vital to ensure 

the number of features is optimized for a given data size. Higher features with small dataset does 

not provide adequate information to the model to learn the underlying correlations and may lead 

to errors.  
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Model creation/tuning is the process that uses the dataset prepared in the previous step to define 

and optimize different machine learning models that can be used for the prediction of the target 

variable. Machine learning models have hyper-parameters that are tuned using a training dataset 

so the model can fit the data. Once a reliable fit is achieved using specific hyper-parameters, they 

are locked, and then the final model is used for prediction. 

The entire workflow for this section is made on Python. Libraries from Scikit Learn, NumPy, 

Matplotlib, Pandas, Scipy, and Seaborn were utilized. Complete code is given in Appendix B.  

Dataset for Model 

The dataset used for this study is taken from published papers from Turner et al. 1969, Coleman 

et al. 1991, and the thesis of  Awolusi 2005. The idea is to create a dataset that represents diversity 

of wells with varying WHP, depth, tubing diameter, etc. Although the sample count is on the lower 

side, it is paramount that data used includes true critical value (measured in lab or field) as 

prediction models are created using supervised machine learning. 

The basic statistics of the dataset utilized are shown in Table 3. 

 

It is vital to have values for all features (columns) to ensure consistency in training of the machine 

learning model. Often datasets have missing values, such as unknown Condensate-Gas Ratio 

(CGR) for a well that does not produce condensate. Imputation techniques are used that rely on 

the mean and most frequent values of that feature to fill in the missing data. 

Table 3 - Statistics of dataset used in this study 
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Model Variables (Feature Engineering) 

The first step towards creating a machine learning model is to understand the relationship between 

input variables (or features) and the target variable. The main objective is to rank all input variables 

in order of their influence on the target variable. In this application, these input variables are well 

and production parameters while the target variable is critical gas rate. Identifying the most 

influential parameters also enable operators to only record variables that are required to predict the 

onset of liquid loading. This is particularly helpful in low producers, where installing equipment 

like separators and flowmeters may not be economical. 

It should be noted that no prior information or expert knowledge is added in this analysis based on 

the physical or analytical understanding of the system. Instead, conclusions derived in this section 

are purely based on data, and if they coincide with prior knowledge, it only endorses those beliefs. 

Predictor features (or independent variables) in this case are; Depth (ft), Wellhead Pressure (WHP) 

(Psi), Tubing Internal Diameter (inches), Gas Specific Gravity, Condensate Gas Ratio (CGR), 

Water Gas Ratio (WGR). Response feature (or dependent variable) is Test Flow (true critical gas 

rate – Mscf/d) 

Given sparse samples in the dataset, features WGR and CGR can be merged to form a single, 

Liquid Gas Ratio (LGR) feature. This not only lowers the dimensionality of the dataset, but makes 

physical sense as the concern is regarding higher density fluid, regardless of that being condensate 

or water or both. 

Instead of relying on one method to rank predictor features, a variety of techniques are used to 

average out results and overcome limitations of each technique: 

• Linearity 

• Spearman’s Product Moment Correlation 

• Partial Correlation Coefficient 

• Feature Importance 

• Recursive Feature Elimination – Using random forest model 
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Linearity 

Linearity is the property of a function that describes two or more variables, that can be represented 

using a straight line or space. In machine learning applications, linearity or linear relationship 

between variables is often a pre-requisite for many models (such as linear regression). Therefore, 

it is vital to confirm linearity between predictor features and response features to use many of the 

ranking and prediction models. This can be easily quantified using a significance test (or 

hypothesis test), which confirms a particular hypothesis based on its probability of being 

statistically significant (Joshi 2020). Significance test is conducted using a confidence interval of 

95% (which suggests an error of 0.05 that the estimated result is incorrect), and the following 

hypothesis: 

• Null Hypothesis H0: The population correlation coefficient is not significantly different 

from zero. There is not a significant linear relationship. 

• Alternate Hypothesis Ha: The population correlation coefficient is significantly different 

from zero. There is a significant linear relationship (correlation)  

If the probability value (p-value) is less than the significance level (0.05), reject the null hypothesis 

and accept alternate hypothesis (Dangeti 2017), suggesting linearity exists between critical gas 

rate and the variable under consideration. 

 

Table 4 suggests that all five features in the dataset have a linear relationship with the target 

variable (critical gas rate). Therefore, all statistical ranking techniques can be used to quantify the 

influence of these parameters on the critical gas rate. 

Feature P-value Result

Depth 3.27E-15 Reject Null Hypothesis – Linearity exists

WHP 7.52E-29 Reject Null Hypothesis – Linearity exists

Tubing ID 6.21E-08 Reject Null Hypothesis – Linearity exists

Gas Specific Gravity 8.02E-22 Reject Null Hypothesis – Linearity exists

LGR 1.78E-05 Reject Null Hypothesis – Linearity exists

Table 4 - Significance test results - Linearity 
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Pearson’s Product-Moment Correlation 

Pearson correlation is a statistical model to compare the variation between two distributions 

(features in this case). The value of correlation lies between -1 and 1, where -1 denotes strong 

inverse correlation while +1 denotes strong direct correlation. As the value approaches zero, the 

correlation between the two variables weakens, with zero indicating no correlation (Joshi 2020). 

Pearson correlation model can be used to measure the strength of a linear relationship between 

different predictor features and critical gas rate. As the correlation compares two variables in one 

instance, results are shown in Figure 22 in the form of a correlation matrix. The coefficients are 

unity along the diagonal, as parameter is compared to itself and, therefore, perfectly correlates. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22 shows a positive correlation of depth, WHP, and tubing diameter with the critical rate 

while negative correlation of Gas SG and LGR with the critical rate. Although an indicative trend, 

the Pearson correlation model assumes independence of predictor features with each other’s (there 

is no influence of one predictor feature on other), which might not always be valid. A partial 

correlation coefficient is evaluated, which accounts for collinearity between predictor features to 

address this concern. 

 

Figure 22 - Pearson correlation coefficient 
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Partial Correlation Coefficient 

The partial correlation coefficient measures the 

correlation between two variables in a multivariate 

dataset while holding all other variables constant. It is 

still a linear, least-squares regression. Through a 

series of regressions between all the variables, 

residual distribution of the predictor and response 

feature is calculated. The residuals are then used to 

estimate the correlation coefficient. As all other 

variables (except the target variable and predictor 

variable in question) are held constant, the effects of 

collinearity are addressed.  

Figure 23 shows partial correlation coefficients for each variable compared to the critical gas rate 

(note coefficient of critical gas with critical gas rate is 1). In comparison to the coefficients 

predicted by Pearson’s technique, a stark drop in depth’s coefficient is observed. The coefficients 

of all other features are relatively similar to the previous technique. This suggests all the variance 

explained by depth feature can be captured other parameters. Therefore, it does not provide any 

additional information to predict the critical gas rate 

better. 

Feature Importance 

Feature selection can depend on statistical correlations 

between parameters like Pearson’s model or Partial 

correlation. However, it can also be quantified using 

machine learning models, such as random forests 

regressors. These are ensemble decision tree models that 

operate through a series of logical decision gates that 

terminate at a nodal value that represents the solution 

(critical gas rate in our scenario).  

Figure 23 - Partial Correlation Coefficient 

Figure 24 - Feature Importance using 

random forest 
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A decision tree model consists of a series of 

logic gates based on the variables present in 

the dataset. The lowest end of a series of tree 

nodes lies the leaf, which is the answer. 

Number of tree nodes and the branches of 

the tree are hyperparameters of the model 

that are optimized using the training data. 

Figure 25 shows a diagram for decision tree 

components. 

Feature importance works by evaluating 

which variable results in most error 

reduction when a split is done. As each logic 

gate during training for a particular feature is made (e.g., if WHP>500, critical gas rate is 500 

Mscfd), it measures the effects of this permutation on model accuracy. By comparing the reduction 

in error brought by each feature, a rank is assigned to all features.  Important features have a 

significant effect on error while permuting, and unimportant features have little to no effect (Albon 

2017). 

Using a random forest model with optimized parameters, Figure 24 shows the feature ranking. 

WHP and LGR are ranked as the most important features through this technique. It should be noted 

that collinearity between the variables is not accounted for in this technique, which may introduce 

errors.  

 

Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) 

RFE is similar to feature importance as it utilizes a machine learning model to estimate the 

influence of each feature on the response parameter. It starkly differs from the previous technique 

as it removes the weakest feature in each iteration. Starting with all features and successively 

eliminating the least important feature, a list of features ranked in order of their influence on 

predictor feature is created. Through elimination, RFE attempts to minimize dependencies and 

collinearity in the dataset. Using linear regression following is the feature ranking based on the 

dataset used in this study: 

Figure 25 - Sample Decision tree model diagram 
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1. Gas specific gravity 

2. Tubing ID 

3. Wellhead pressure 

4. Depth 

5. Liquid Gas Ratio 

Feature Selection 

The evaluation of Stokes’ law and physical analysis conducted by Turner et al. and others 

suggested tubing cross-sectional area (controlled by tubing diameter), gas specific gravity, and 

wellhead pressure as the most influential parameters. Coleman et al., through the analysis of 

individual parameters in test wells, suggested that variables like temperature, liquid gravity, 

interfacial tension, liquid rate and LGR has minimum influence on critical gas rate. 

The analysis conducted above using different techniques to rank the predictor features provides a 

data-driven insight into the influence of these parameters on the critical gas rate. The feature 

ranking, using observations from all the previous analysis, is given as: 

1. Wellhead Pressure 

2. Gas specific gravity 

3. Tubing ID 

4. Liquid Gas Ratio 

5. Depth 

As expected, the ranking from data-driven methods is in reasonable agreement with the physical 

understanding of the system. Despite the significance of each feature, developing a machine 

learning model with all five features is not appropriate, given the small dataset. The dataset used 

has only 241 samples, which do not provide adequate coverage for all dimensions. Therefore, it is 

vital to reduce the dimensionality (number of features) of the dataset. 

Support Vector Machines (SVM), which are a set of supervised learning methods, are used to 

identify optimum number of features. SVM is very effective in high dimensional datasets, 
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specifically in cases where the number of samples is limited in comparison to the number of 

dimensions. SVM conducts a best fit on the dataset using all features and calculates the residual 

error known as score. Further, one feature is removed from the dataset after each run, and the 

model is re-run to estimate the new score. This is compared with the previous score (with more 

features) to identify the increase/decrease in error. Features are consecutively reduced, and model 

re-run until one feature is remaining. Optimum number of features is selected by comparing the 

score (Scikit-Learn-Developers 2019). Figure 26 plots the cross-validated recursive feature 

elimination technique using SVM that suggests four features should be used for prediction. If three 

features are used, a significant drop in score is observed. If five features are used, no improvement 

in score is observed. 

Using the feature ranking conducted previously, four features used for model creation are WHP, 

Gas SG, Tubing ID, and LGR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prediction Model 

Feature engineering conducted in the previous section reduced the dimensionality of the dataset. 

A prediction model based on supervised learning algorithms can be created using the optimized 

dataset. A decision tree model is the most suitable choice for this specific scenario, as an outcome 

Figure 26 - RFE using cross validation using SVM 
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is predicted given specific values of input variables. As decision trees have a variety of variants, 

this work will utilize the industry-standard random forest and gradient boosting techniques. 

Random forest models are a modification of decision trees that utilize several trees created at 

random (using a random subset of features for creation of each tree) to create a “forest” of trees. 

The final tree is an average of all the random trees (Sullivan 2018). By introducing randomness in 

selecting features for each tree, problem such as collinearity is addressed as all trees are forced to 

evolve differently (Koehrsen 2018). Gradient boosting is a machine learning technique that can be 

implemented with decision trees. Gradient boosting works by employing an ensemble of weak 

predictors. In the next step, residual (error) of these weak predictors with the true value is 

estimated, and another prediction is made on the residuals instead of base data. Finally, an additive 

model of many weak learners is used as the final model. A learning rate is used as a hyper-

parameter, that deliberately slows the learning process of this model, to ensure several weak 

learners are created to be added in the final additive model. This protects the gradient boosting 

approach from over-fitting the data (Brownlee 2016). 

The dataset is split into training and testing subsets using a random splitting technique where test 

fraction is 10%. The training set is further split into model training and model validation subsets 

where validation fraction is 20%. These split percentages are based on the standard industry 

practice, to ensure adequate samples are available for model training. Model parameters are trained 

on the training subset, while model hyperparameters are tuned on the validation subset. The testing 

subset is used to determine the final accuracy of the model. 

Model Training and Validation 

Random forest and gradient boosting models are instantiated using a maximum depth of 3, number 

of trees as 10, and leaf nodes as 10. Similar parameters are used for both models to ensure an equal 

comparison. Model error is estimated by comparing the critical rate estimated by the model with 

true critical rate. The absolute difference between the two rates is used. For example, if the true 

critical rate is 500 Mscfd, while the critical rate predicted by the model is 700 Mscfd, the absolute 

error is 200 Mscfd. The mean of absolute error, for all samples, is used to quantify the accuracy of 

the model. 

• Validation Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the random forest model is: 629 Mscfd 
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• Validation Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the gradient boosting model is: 1342 Mscfd 

As observed, there is a significant error in prediction by the model. The gradient boosting model 

is off by ~1300 Mscfd. However, this can be improved using hyperparameter tuning. Initial models 

were constructed with 10 trees and 3 maximum depth (branches of tree). Through a sensitivity on 

these parameters, most optimum tree count and maximum depth can be identified.  

 

Figure 27 - Hyperparameter Tuning Plots for Random forest and gradient boosting models 

 

Figure 27 shows the results of sensitivity analysis on number of tree and tree depth parameters of 

random forest and gradient boosting model. The most optimum parameter in both models would 

be the one where estimated MAE is relatively low, while the parameters are not very high (as 
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higher values tend to create complex models). Therefore, in this scenario, the following parameters 

produce relatively low MAE: 

Random forest model:  Number of trees: 250  Maximum tree depth: 4 

Gradient Boosting model:  Number of trees: 30  Maximum tree depth: 3 

Updated hyperparameters are used to re-run the models, and error on the validation subset is 

estimated to check if it has reduced after the sensitivity exercise. 

• Validation Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the random forest model is: 482 Mscfd 

• Validation Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the gradient boosting model is: 422 Mscfd 

As observed from the MAE, significant improvement is made, especially for the gradient boosting 

model where error has reduced more than 50%. 

Final Model Test 

The completed model can be used to predict the critical gas rate in future wells. A subset of data 

was withheld from the training and validation process, named test subset (10% split of the original 

dataset), to simulate this process. As the gradient boosting model is slightly better than the random 

forest (it has a lower MAE), it will be considered as the final model. Also, with the selected hyper-

parameters, the entire training dataset (training + validation) is used for the training of the final 

model. This provides more samples to train the final model. 

As dataset split was done before the model was created, it has only seen 90% of the data. The 

remaining 10% samples act as future wells for this model, and the accuracy achieved in predicting 

the critical gas rate of these samples endorses the applicability of this model on future wells. 

• Testing Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the gradient boosting model is: 356 Mscf 
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Figure 28 - Critical rate validation plot for the final model 

 

Figure 28 shows the validation plot of the training and testing subset. It plots the true critical rate 

with model (estimated) critical rate. If the critical rate predicted by the model is similar to the true 

critical rate, they will fall on the diagonal line. Any significant deviation from the diagonal indicate 

mispredictions (error). The MAE on the testing subset is ~350 Mscfd. In other words, if the model 

predicts a critical gas rate of ~1000 Mscfd, the prediction may be off by +/- 350 Mscfd. As the 

error is an absolute gas rate, it will be insignificant when wells with high (expected) critical gas 

rate are evaluated through this workflow. For example, a well where expected critical gas rate is 

~3000 MScfd, an error of ~350 Mscfd is manageable. However, for wells where the critical gas 

rate is expected to be ~700 Mscfd, an error of ~350 Mscfd is almost 50% and would not be a fair 

solution. To address the error for this subset of wells, a separate model that is fine-tuned on wells 

where lower critical gas rate is expected is developed in the next section. 
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Model Improvement for Low Critical Gas Rate Wells 

 

Despite achieving a significant reduction in error, it is still on the higher side, especially for low 

producers where critical gas rate is already a small number. This section attempts to improve the 

accuracy of the model by manipulating the dataset. Ocular inspection of feature histograms (Figure 

29) suggests that the target feature (test critical rate) is skewed. Moreover, outliers can be observed 

in almost all features in the data, which is expected given sparse samples in the dataset. 

Nevertheless, skewness and outliers, both can negatively impact the accuracy of machine learning 

models (Dangeti 2017) and addressing these issues may improve the predictive ability of this 

workflow. 

Z-tests are an effective way to find points that lie significantly away from the mean of the 

distribution. As it is a relationship of the data point with standard deviation, a z-score threshold of 

-2.5/2.5 can be used to detect outliers (Iglewicz and Hoaglin 1993). This would simply eliminate 

all samples from the dataset whose features are outliers in their respective distribution. For 

example, if most tubing ID are between 2-7/8” and 4-1/2” and a well has an ID of 7”, this would 

be considered an outlier, and the entire well will be removed from the dataset. 

Figure 29 - Histograms of different parameters in original data 
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Outlier elimination result in the removal of 14% data from the training subset. Furthermore, using 

the results of the previous model, poor match (deviation from the solid line) is observed in wells 

where the test critical rate is higher than 2500 Mscfd. The dataset is further reduced to include 

only wells where test critical rate is less than 2500 Mscf/d, using the previous model as a guideline. 

This manual shrinking of the dataset is to create a subset of original data, that focuses on low 

producer wells. This would, therefore, limit the applicability of this specific model on wells where 

high critical gas rate is expected. For such wells, the previous model is more suitable. 

Lastly, to address skewness in the target feature, log 

transform is conducted. Using gaussian distribution in 

statistical tests and models is always preferred as it 

satisfies the assumptions of homogeneity of variances 

for the errors (Zheng and Casari 2018).  Although the 

central limit theorem dictates that the addition of 

several features will turn target distribution to normal, 

it is safe to cater for skewness in our dataset, 

especially given its relatively small size. Figure 30 

plots the log transform of the target feature. 

After correcting for outliers and skewness, the predictive ability of the model has significantly 

improved as error in the predictions has decreased by ~75%. Figure 31 shows the critical rate plots. 

• Testing Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for improved model: 80 Mscf 

Figure 30 - Log transform of response feature 
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Summary 

Critical gas rate is vital to predict the onset of liquid loading. It is the most direct technique to 

evaluate the period in gas well’s life when an artificial lift is required. Therefore, it plays a critical 

role in field development and lift development planning. Several empirical correlations have been 

published since Turner’s model to predict the critical gas rate given different well and reservoir 

parameters. Most models have been fine-tuned with data that included wells with similar 

parameters, introducing bias in the model’s ability to predict critical gas rate universally. This 

section introduces data-driven techniques in evaluating critical gas rate given wellhead pressure, 

tubing diameter, LGR, and gas specific gravity. Through feature engineering, these four 

parameters are found to have the most influence on the critical gas rate. Lastly, using the dataset 

of wells with known true critical gas rate, decision tree models are used to develop prediction 

models. Hyper-parameters of the models are optimized using the validation subset and the final 

model is created. Mean absolute error of the final model is found to be ~350 Mscfd. A second 

model, fine-tuned to low gas producers, is developed that has a mean absolute error of ~80 Mscfd. 

Despite reducing the error, it is worthwhile to note that this exercise is significantly reliant on the 

dataset and its manipulation. If that dataset is improved or deteriorated, so would the results of this 

working. Such is the limitation of all data-driven models. 

Figure 31 - Critical Rate Plots for Final model 
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Chapter-3: Gas Well Deliquification – S-field Case Study 

Artificial lifts for fields in the Lower Indus Basin, Pakistan are selected using the workflow 

developed in the previous chapter. The primary underlying objective of this study was to screen 

the well set provided by the operator for liquid loading problems and recommend appropriate 

artificial lift methods. Gas well deliquification workflow and weighted average critical rate were 

developed to fulfill this objective. Significant fields and their wells in the Lower Indus basin are 

introduced, and only wells where the workflow recommends an artificial lift, are discussed in 

detail. Results of all the wells evaluated using the workflow are provided in the executive 

summary. To optimize the length of the document, only wells where significant liquid loading and 

optimum lift solution was identified are discussed in this chapter. All other wells, where significant 

benefit from the artificial lift was not realized, are documented in appendix-A with complete 

details. 

Lower Indus Basin Fields 

The Lower Indus Basin is a prolific oil and gas producer in Sindh province, Pakistan. Several fields 

with equivalent reserves of hundreds of Billion Cubic Feet (BCF) have produced from this basin. 

It is one of the most oil and gas rich areas in Pakistan and home to a few of the most significant 

discoveries in the country. Major formations in the basin are the B-Sand and the C-Sand. 

Hydrocarbon types vary from field to field. For the fields analyzed in this study, most are dry to 

wet gas reservoirs. 

Several artificial lift methods have been tested in the basin with mixed results. Due to the vast 

network of wells and pipelines in the area, gas lift is the most common technique used. Several oil 

fields in the area are also operated with ESP. However, the runtime, maintenance cost, and 

reliability have been inadequate. Due to poor infrastructure, sucker rod pumps and beam lift have 

also had high costs that make them an unpopular choice in the region. 

Nevertheless, hydraulic pumps are widely used in the basin to augment oil production. For this 

study, ESP and hydraulic pumps are out of consideration due to poor efficiencies and poor 

outcomes in gas wells. However, sucker rod pumps are part of the evaluation as they can work 

with very low reservoir pressures.  
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S-Field Executive Summary 

S-field is primarily a gas field that has cumulatively produced more than half a TCF. A structural 

trap, significant reservoirs in the field are found at ~3300 meters TVD. The field is divided between 

two flanks, where the majority of the wells are on the north flank which is primarily depletion 

drive. The south flank has a few wells that are expected to have low bottom water drive. Therefore, 

water production on the southern flank is higher than its northern counterpart. 

The field is normally pressured with initial reservoir pressure of ~4200 psi. Most wells have 

produced more than ~20 Billion Cubic Feet (BCF) and have now entered the mature production 

stage. Due to high initial gas production, most wells are completed with larger tubing (5-1/2" or 

more) to achieve higher flowrates. Lately, depletion and water production (condensed and 

formation) have resulted in poor wellbore hydraulics in most wells. Moreover, very few wells in 

the field were initially planned with artificial lift in consideration, therefore do not have gas lift 

valves, pump cavities or pre-requisite wellbore hardware installed. As a consequence, any artificial 

lift installation may require a workover that would negatively affect economics. 

Eleven wells are evaluated in the S-field. The average depth of these wells is ~3000 meters while 

current gas production varies from ~6 to ~1 Million standard cubic feet per day (MMscfd).  Design 

and Review workflow is applied to these eleven wells and results are summarized in Table 5.  

 

Most wells that were evaluated had incremental production from an artificial lift. However, this 

optimization was less than 0.5 MMscfd and unlikely to create enough revenue to justify the 

Well 

Name

Reservoir 

Pressure 

(psi)

Target 

Depth 

(ft)

Current 

Production 

(MMscfd)

Wellhead 

Pressure 

(psi)

WGR

Water 

Rate 

(stb/d)

Water 

Salinity as 

NaCl (ppm)

Unstable Best Artificial Lift
Max 

Optimiation

Recom

mended

S-1 800 3286 6.6 114 56 369.6 202 No GasLift 0.1 MMscfd No

S-2 700 3447 3.7 127 82 303.4 2862 No GasLift 0.15 MMscfd No

S-4 1400 3260 3.3 115 20 66 32000 No GasLift 0.2 MMscfd No

S-5 525 3288 1.9 108 108 205.2 20000 Yes GasLift 0.8 MMscfd Yes

S-8 680 3300 6.3 111 91 573.3 2387 No GasLift 0.5 MMscfd No

S-10 700 3355 1.1 97 200 220 50000 Yes GasLift with 2-7/8" 0.5 MMscfd Yes

S-11 650 3288 2.014 130 76 153.064 744 No GasLift 0.2 MMscfd Yes

S-13 600 3320 3.1 143 102 316.2 9798 No N/A N/A No

S-14 650 3260 2.49 108 110 273.9 12730 No GasLift 0.2 MMscfd No

S-15 525 3300 2.08 98 120 249.6 338 No GasLift 0.5 MMscfd No

Legend: Recommend installation in future Recommend installation in current scenario

Table 5 - Executive summary of S-Field wells 
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artificial lift installation and operational cost. However, economics should be reviewed before they 

are entirely rejected as artificial lift candidates. Key technical reasons for non-selection of these 

wells are listed below: 

• Vertical Lift Performance (VLP) and flow point analysis suggest wellbore flow is stable. 

This is likely due to a negligible increase in bottom hole pressure with water production 

• Source of water production is condensed water that is produced shallower in the wellbore. 

This would suggest minimum water hold-up in the bottom of well that may cause increased 

sand-face pressure and decreased drawdown. A more precise prediction or measurement 

of where in the well the water condenses would lead to a better idea of if an artificial lift 

could be used to help these wells. 

 

Table 6 summarizes the results of artificial lift design for all S-field wells.  The artificial lift section 

in Table 6 compares the production increment expected by installing each specific lift system. As 

is evident, in most wells, gas lift results in positive incremental production. Velocity strings are 

the second-best choice with production rates being unaffected post-installation. Coil tubing gas lift 

(CTGL) and smaller diameter tubing mostly have a detrimental effect in the current scenario due 

to excessive frictional pressures post-installation. 

It is vital to note that these calculations are based on the current performance of the wells. Some 

of the wells (S-1,8,9, etc.) are still producing higher than 5 MMscfd and its current rate is only less 

than 20% lower to the predicted critical gas rate. Moreover, the source of water in these wells is 

condensed which has a negligible impact on water holdup. Therefore, at this instance, these wells 

turn out to be poor candidates for any artificial lift application. 

Among the list of S-field wells, S-5 and S-10 are the best choices for artificial lift installations in 

current scenario. Well S-5 is also an ideal trial candidate for Plunger Assisted Gas Lift (PAGL) 

when current production in the well drops below ~1.6 MMscfd. As current production is greater 

than 1.6 MMscfd, installation of PAGL at this instance will lower production rate and hence NPV. 

The next section describes these wells in detail. 
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Well S-5 

S-5 is a development well drilled in S-field. Producing from a sandstone reservoir at ~3300m true 

vertical depth (TVD), S-5 has produced more than 43.7 BCF gas since December 2005. Initial gas 

production was ~24 MMscfd. Gas rates dropped with natural depletion and current gas rates are 

~1.9 MMscfd. Water production started in 2013 with increasing WGR. Due to scarcity of well test 

data, only annual WGR was available and that was used in production and nodal analysis. Figure 

32 shows the current wellbore configuration of S-5. 

Reservoir Pressure 525 psi Target Interval 3288 m 

Current Production 1.9 MMscfd Following Wellhead Pressure 108 psi 

  

Figure 32- Well S-5 wellbore configuration 
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Production plot 

Figure 33 shows gas production and Flowing Wellhead Pressure (FWHP) of S-5 from 2013. Using 

this data set, we can calculate Bottom Hole Pressure (BHP) from measured WHP using the Vertical 

Lift Performance (VLP) correlation. This allows the evaluation of changing sand-face pressure to 

observe unusual trends and anomalies that may indicate issues like liquid loading.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33 - Well S-5 FWHP plot 

Figure 34 - Well S-5 BHP Plot 
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Figure 34 plots the calculated BHP with gas rates. The solid black line at gas rate ~4.6 MMscfd in 

Figure 34 depicts the critical gas unloading rate required to offload all fluids from the wellbore 

effectively. Based on the current production rate of ~1.9 MMscfd, it is ~56% lower than the 

required critical rate. This suggests that liquid loading is a significant issue in this well. 

Well S-5 has a relatively stable BHP pressure with sharply decreasing gas rates. For conventional 

sandstone reservoirs, the decrease in gas rate is the result of steadily decreasing BHP. As BHP is 

relatively constant, this suggests, water hold-up in the wellbore is the cause behind relatively stable 

BHP. Moreover, WGR for this well has risen drastically from 30 in 2013 to ~108 STB/MMscfd 

by the end of 2018.  

Nodal Analysis 

 

Figure 35 shows the sensitivity of reservoir pressure that is used to match the current production 

of the well in nodal analysis. This suggests reservoir pressure has depleted from ~3000 psi (initial 

pressure for this well was probably depleted from virgin due to production from other wells) to 

~525 psi. This is the primary reason behind the drop in production over the years. 

Figure 35 - Well S-5 System analysis - reservoir pressure sensitivity 
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Stability analysis through the VLP curve suggests current production is very near to the minimum, 

as depicted in Figure 36. This suggests flow is critical in the wellbore, and any further decrease in 

gas rates may result in unoptimized flow and possibly a load-up condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36 - Well S-5 VLP Stability plot 

Figure 37 - Well S-5 Flow point plot 
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Flow-point analysis (Figure 37) suggests a pressure differential of ~300 psi between Inflow 

Performance Relationship (IPR) and Outflow Performance Relationship (OPR) curves. This is 

consistent with the trend observed in other wells where higher differences between current 

production and critical gas rate result in higher pressure differences between curves.  

Running gradient traverse calculations in Prosper to estimate the flowing regime based on liquid 

and gas superficial velocities suggest the well is flowing in the slug regime. This is expected as 

VLP stability is minimum, which also suggests a slug flow regime in the wellbore. Figure 38 is a 

screenshot of Prosper results. 

 

  

Figure 38 - Well S-5 gradient traverse calculations 
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Artificial Lift Techniques 

Gas Lift 

A sensitivity run is made on the bottom hole pressure (BHP) with changing WGR to evaluate if 

the application of any artificial lift that requires gas injection (in the wellbore) will aid in improving 

production. For most conventional reservoirs such as S-field, reduction in BHP will generally 

translate to an increase in hydrocarbon production. This is used as a starting point to quantify the 

effectiveness of gas injected technologies for this well. Figure 39 shows the sensitivity of BHP 

with different WGR values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The current WGR in S-5 is ~108 STB/MMscf. By lowering WGR through gas injection, significant 

bottom hole pressure reduction is observed. This would suggest that gas production improvement 

is possible through a gas lift technology, which is confirmed by WGR sensitivity on system 

analysis. 

Figure 40 shows the effect of lowering WGR on system analysis. Significant gas improvement is 

observed if WGR is lowered to ~20 or less. Compared to other S-field wells, we see a definite 

improvement in S-5 with lowered WGR. The addition of extra gas does not increase friction 

Figure 39 - Well S-5 BHP sensitivity using WGR values 
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pressures, instead aids in the removal of liquids. Therefore ~0.6 MMscfd improvement in gas 

production is observed with a reduction in WGR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gas lift design is required where the effects of the gas injection are modeled to quantify the actual 

improvement in gas production. Most gas lift models are designed for oil reservoirs, therefore as 

a way around, the current performance of S-5 can be matched using an oil IPR and equivalent Gas-

Liquid Ratio (GLR). Figure 41 shows the matched model with the same reservoir parameters as 

Gas IPR with a GLR of ~198480 SCF/STB. 

Figure 40 - Well S-5 system analysis plot with WGR sensitivity 
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The effects of conventional gas lift and Coiled Tubing Gas Lift (CTGL) can be modeled using oil 

IPR and compared. In the conventional gas lift, gas is injected down the annulus and produced 

Figure 41 - Well S-5 base model using oil IPR 

Conventional Gas lift 

Figure 42 - Well S-5 Gas lift design oil IPR 
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through 4-1/2” tubing, whereas in CTGL, 1.5” CT is used inside current 4-1/2” tubing where gas 

is injected down the CT.  

Conventional gas lift results in ~0.8 MMscfd increment, while CTGL results in lower gas rates 

than current production. This is due to current smaller ID tubing in the well where installing CT 

will further increase friction pressures. Moreover, due to improved hydraulics, the gas lift can 

produce this well until the reservoir pressure declines below ~450 psi. However, the well will load-

up in its current configuration when reservoir pressure decreases to ~500 psi. Therefore, the gas 

lift would not only improve the instantaneous production but also optimize the ultimate recovery 

of this well by reducing the abandonment pressure slightly. 

Figure 42 and Figure 43 shows system analysis using oil IPR for conventional and Coiled Tubing 

gas lift designs respectively. 

  

Coiled Tubing Gas lift 

Figure 43 - Well S-5 CTGL design using oil IPR 
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Velocity String / Smaller ID Tubing 

A velocity string can be used in well S-5 to optimize the flow velocities and improve wellbore 

dynamics. The sensitivities conducted for smaller flow area include: 

• Current Profile: 4-1/2” Tubing. 

• Velocity String: Install 1” CT in 4-1/2” Tubing.  

The use of smaller ID tubing significantly deteriorates performance due to very high friction 

pressures, making it an unfeasible option in the current scenario. This is similar to the effect in 

CTGL; however, production without gas injection in CT is higher than that with gas injection. This 

decreased production in CTGL is expected as the additional injected gas further increases the 

frictional pressures. Figure 44 depicts the system analysis conducted using different sensitivities 

of tubing size. 

  

Figure 44 - Well S-5 Velocity string system analysis 
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Plunger Lift 

Given there is significant gas production from 

the reservoir, the required energy to produce the 

liquid slug with a plunger is available. 

Therefore, the plunger lift can be evaluated as an 

artificial lift option for S-5. Table 7 depicts the 

input parameters and results of the plunger lift 

design for S-5.  

Like most plunger lift designs, slug volume 

directly influences the design. In well S-5, this 

is assumed to be ~14 bbls or ~980 ft of fluid in 

S-5 tubing. However, in practice, slug volume 

can be measured using a fluid level sounder. 

Using ~14 bbls slug volume, total liquid 

production from the plunger lift is ~165 bbls per 

day.  

In comparison with conventional gas lift, total 

liquid production from the plunger lift is lower. 

As the objective of the deliquification technique 

is to retrieve maximum liquid from the wellbore, conventional gas lift for this well is a better 

choice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tubing ID (in) 3.89

Casing ID (in) 6.184

Depth to Spring (ft) 9800

Plunger rise vel (ft/min) 750

Plunger fall vel (ft/min) 250

Tubing Exit Pressure (psi) 108

Delta T buildup (min) 30

Delta T flow (min) 15

Tubing full factor 0.1

OR Volume of Slug (bbl)

Liq Sp. Gravity 1

Gas Sp. Gravity 0.69

Gas fraction in Liquid 0.2

Water Cut (%) 95

Surface Temp (deg F) 80

Reservoir Temp (deg F) 350

Cycles per day 11.43

Total Liquid Production per day (bbl/d) 164.68

Water Production (bbl/d) 156.44

Oil Production (bbl/d) 8.23

Input Window

Results

Table 7 - Well S-5 Plunger lift design 
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Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

With current 4-1/2” Tubing and 4.6 MMscfd critical rate 

Figure 45 shows the flow rate vs 

pressure plot to select the plunger 

type. Based on gas velocity, a 

continuous plunger lift is more 

feasible compared to intermittent. 

This selection is based on the fact 

that the current rate is lower than 

the critical rate but not too low 

therefore pressure buildup time is 

minimum. 

This plot only suggests feasibility 

regardless of design. To confirm 

applicability, plunger design is 

required. 

 

Table 8 depicts the design of PAGL with the current tubing. Due to a high critical rate in 4-1/2” 

tubing, installing a plunger requires ~1900 psi surface gas injection pressure to lift the fluid and 

Figure 45 - Well S-5 PAGL type plot 

Table 8 - Well S-5 PAGL design with current 4-1/2" tubing 
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plunger to the surface. Also due to low slug volume in the continuous plunger, the estimated total 

liquid production is minimum. 

Further, due to a high target liquid requirement, the plunger needs to conduct ~120 cycles per day 

which is also unattainable. Therefore, a plunger lift with the current tubing is not a feasible option 

for this well. An alternative option to install PAGL in this well is to re-complete it with 2-7/8” 

tubing. 

With 2-7/8” Tubing and 1.35 MMscfd critical rate 

Current modeled conditions are 

shown in the red circle in Figure 

46. 

If well S-5 is recompleted with 2-

7/8” tubing, expected gas 

production will decrease to ~0.8 

MMscfd from current ~1.9 

MMscfd due to added friction in 

smaller diameter tubing. Figure 

46 depicts the PAGL selection 

plot where current conditions are 

borderline for a continuous 

plunger installation. As 

continuous PAGL is the more 

suitable choice for well S-5, injection pressure in this well is limited to 90% of Flowing Bottom 

Hole Pressure (FBHP), which is ~480 psi in 2-7/8” tubing. 

Figure 46 - Well S-5 PAGL plot with 2-7/8" tubing 
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Given the max cycle limit of 60 per day, using a 2-7/8” continuous plunger, well can offload ~100 

STB/d liquid with the limited ~450 psi injection pressure from 2-7/8” tubing (Table 9). To lift this 

column in every cycle, an injection pressure of ~450 psi is required that is also near the limit of 

maximum injection pressure. 

In comparison with continuous gas lift in 4-1/2” tubing, total liquid production estimated through 

nodal analysis exceeds ~270 STB/day. This suggests conventional gas lift is a better alternative to 

PAGL in well S-5 for two main reasons: 

1. Higher liquid rate is achieved by a conventional gas lift in current 4-1/2” tubing 

2. To install 2-7/8” PAGL, workover will be required however gas lift in 4-1/2” tubing can 

be initiated using tubing puncture. 

The following design is conducted using the Microsoft Excel model with similar design parameters 

and 2-7/8” tubing. 

Table 9 - Well S-5 PAGL design with 2-7/8" tubing 
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Table 10 lists the input parameters and 

results of PAGL design with 2-7/8” 

tubing. Similar to previous results, total 

liquid production is ~75 bbl/day and 

maximum injection pressure required to 

achieve this rate is ~470 psi. 

As this model is based on energy 

balance, friction effects have been 

modeled through a 1.5 multiplication 

factor. However, frictional pressure loss 

is precisely calculated in the design 

conducted by the commercial software. 

This is the reason behind slight 

variations between the two approaches. 

The maximum pressure requirement 

used in the Excel model is detailed in 

Hashmi et al. 2016. 

   

Table 10 - Well S-5 PAGL design with in-house model 

Tubing ID (in) 2.441

Casing ID (in) 6.184

Depth to Spring (ft) 9800

Plunger rise vel (ft/min) 700

Plunger fall vel (ft/min) 400

Tubing Exit Pressure (psi) 100

Delta T buildup (min) 0

Delta T flow (min) 0

Slug Volume type (B)

(A) Tubing full factor 0.03

(B) Volume of Slug (bbl) 2

Liq Sp. Gravity 1.035

Gas Sp. Gravity 0.69

Gas fraction in Liquid 0.2

Water Cut (%) 95

Surface Temp (deg F) 80

Reservoir Temp (deg F) 350

Reservoir pressure (psi) 525

Gas density @ avg pressure (lb/ft3)

Reservoir Temp (deg F) 350

Cycles per day 37.40

Total Liquid Production per day (bbl/d) 74.81

Max Pressure Required (psi) 469.33

Water Production (bbl/d) 71.06

Oil Production (bbl/d) 3.74

Input Window

Results
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Production Profile 

Decline Curve Analysis (DCA) can be used to forecast the production of S-5 after installing the 

most appropriate artificial lift, which in this case, is the conventional gas lift. Although a full-scale 

reservoir model will result in better prediction of post-installation performance, DCA can yield 

reasonable estimates towards additional reserves that can be produced with artificial lift. Figure 47 

depicts the match of S-5 production using hyperbolic and exponential decline.  

 

 

 

  

Figure 47 - Well S-5 DCA plots 

Start Rate 1984 Start Date 10/9/18

End Rate 718.35316 End Date 3/13/23

Reserves (Bcf) 1.929778609 Time (days) 1616

Results - Hyperbolic

Start Rate 1984 Start Date 10/9/18

End Rate 708.511296 End Date 1/12/25

Reserves (Bcf) 2.83349458 Time (days) 2287

Results - Exponential

Table 11 - Well S-5 hyperbolic and exponential DCA results 
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Table 11 summarizes the results of DCA on well S-5. Expected reserves based on DCA for S-5 

are ~1.9 to ~2.8 BCF. In the case of gas lift installation, instantaneous gas production will increase 

to ~2.6 MMscfd from current ~1.9 MMscfd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 12 shows the additional recovery expected by the gas lift. Based on the current decline and 

expected increment production, additional ~1 BCF gas reserves can be produced by initiating gas 

lift on the well. However, this is contingent on the assumptions in the gas lift model. 

Well S-5 Summary 

Observations drawn from the analysis conducted suggest the application of gas lift can result in 

improvement in well S-5. Further, using the conventional gas lift, abandonment pressure can be 

reduced by ~100 psi, giving additional recovery from the reservoir. This would significantly 

improve the economics of installing gas lift. Salinity data compared with other S-field wells 

suggest water produced in this well is formation water. This is supplemented by the instability 

depicted in VLP analysis and gradient traverse calculations. 

 

Case W/o Gaslift

Start Rate 1984

End Rate 707

Decline 0.00045005

Time (days) 2292.74471

Reserves (Bcf) 2.83749038

End Point Estimate

Case W/ Gaslift

Start Rate 2600

End Rate 707

Decline 0.00045005

Time (days) 2893.56483

Reserves (Bcf) 4.20624063

End Point Estimate

Table 12 - Well S-5 incremental recovery from gas lift 
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Well S-10 

S-10 is also a development well drilled in S-field. Producing from a sandstone reservoir at ~3355 

m true vertical depth (TVD), it has produced more than 34.7 BCF gas since July 2007. Initial gas 

production was ~38 MMscfd, however with natural depletion, current gas production is ~1.1 

MMscfd. Water production started in 2013 with increasing WGR. Due to scarcity of well test data, 

only annual WGR was available and that was used in production and nodal analysis. Figure 48 

shows the current wellbore configuration of well S-10. 

Reservoir Pressure 700 psi Target Interval 3355 m 

Current Production 1.1 MMscfd Following Wellhead Pressure 97 psi 

  

Figure 48 - Well S-10 wellbore configuration 
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Production plot 

Figure 49 shows the gas production and Flowing Wellhead Pressure (FWHP) for S-10 from the 

start of production. Using this dataset, we can calculate the Bottom Hole Pressure (BHP) from 

measured WHP using the VLP correlation. This allows the evaluation of changing sand-face 

pressure to observe unusual trends and anomalies that may indicate issues like liquid loading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49 - Well S-10 FWHP Plot 

Figure 50 - Well S-10 BHP plot 
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Figure 50 shows the gas rates and BHP for well S-10. The solid black line at gas rate ~6.5 MMscfd 

depicts the critical gas unloading rate required to offload all the fluids from the wellbore 

effectively. Based on the current production rate of ~1.1 MMscfd, current gas rates are ~84% lower 

than the required critical rates. This suggests production in this well is unoptimized and well may 

cease to flow. 

The BHP trend is increasing with annual WGR in well S-10. This is highly suggestive of increasing 

hydrostatic pressure in the wellbore that resulted in higher BHP. The WGR value (~200 

STB/MMscf) for this well is also relatively high in comparison to other S-field wells, while the 

production in well S-10 is the lowest. Moreover, this well is in the southern flank of the field, 

which is a bottom water drive reservoir that contributes towards the high water production. 

Therefore, this well is an ideal candidate to evaluate the artificial lift options. 

Nodal Analysis 

 

Figure 51 shows the sensitivity of reservoir pressure that is used to match the current production 

of S-10 in the nodal analysis. This suggests that reservoir pressure has depleted from ~3500 psi 

Figure 51 - Well S-10 system analysis - reservoir pressure sensitivity 
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(initial pressure for this well was probably depleted from virgin due to production from other wells) 

to ~700 psi. This is the primary reason behind the drop in production over the years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 52 - Well S-10 VLP Stability plot 

Figure 53 - Well S-10 Flow point plot 
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Stability analysis through the VLP curve (Figure 52) suggests that current production is in an 

unstable regime, which is left of the minimum. As current tubing is 7” and the production rates are 

well below critical, it is expected that flow dynamics are unstable in the wellbore. Further, this 

would require investigation on the unstable solution in the nodal analysis (left-side intersection of 

IPR and VLP curves). 

Flow-point analysis (Figure 53) suggests a well pressure differential of ~400 psi between Inflow 

Performance Relationship (IPR) and Outflow Performance Relationship (OPR) curves. Moreover, 

the current production is in the unstable region of the OPR curve (left to the apex of the curve). 

Consistent with the observations in other S-field wells, a greater extent of liquid loading results in 

higher pressure differential between OPR and IPR curves. Given that S-10 has the lowest gas rate 

and greatest liquid loading extent, the pressure difference between the two curves is highest among 

all S-field wells. 

 

 

 

Figure 54 - Well S-10 Load-up condition 
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Further, system analysis to predict the load-up conditions is conducted by depleting the reservoir 

pressure. Figure 54 depicts that well S-10 will load up when the reservoir pressure falls below 

~700 psi, assuming the IPR model used applies to this well. For S-10, nominal S-field reservoir 

parameters used in most wells did not result in an accurate IPR match with current production data. 

This is possible if reservoir stimulation was conducted on this well, which would require the use 

of a stimulated IPR or negative skin model. Further information regarding the well history was 

unavailable to ascertain these hypotheses and use an appropriate IPR model. 

Artificial Lift Techniques 

Gas Lift 

 A sensitivity run is made on the bottom hole pressure (BHP) with changing WGR to evaluate if 

the application of any artificial lift that requires gas injection (in the wellbore) will aid in 

improving production. For most conventional reservoirs such as S-field, reduction in BHP will 

generally translate to an increase in the hydrocarbon production. This can be used as a starting 

point to quantify the effectiveness of gas injected technologies for this well. Figure 55 shows the 

sensitivity of BHP with different WGR values. 

Figure 55 - Well S-10 BHP sensitivity using WGR 
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The current WGR in S-10 is ~200 STB/MMscf. As confirmed by the VLP stability analysis, 

current production is in the unstable region of flow. Therefore, a significant reduction in the WGR 

is required to push the current gas rates to the right of minimum on the VLP curve (without 

changing wellbore configuration). 

Figure 56 shows the effect of lowering WGR on system analysis. Significant gas improvement is 

observed if the WGR is lowered to ~120 STB/MMscf or less. Compared to the other S-field wells, 

we see a definite improvement in S-10 by lowering WGR, due to the larger tubing (7” x 5-1/2”) 

with which this well is completed. The addition of extra gas does not increase friction pressures; 

therefore, significant ~0.8 MMscfd improvement in gas production is observed. 

 

 

Although incremental production is realized by lowering the WGR through gas injection, as 

evident in the VLP plot, production is still in the unstable region. This is due to the low gas inflow 

from the reservoir, which is unable to create the flow velocities required for effective unloading in 

larger 7” tubing. 

Figure 56 - Well S-10 Gas lift analysis 
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Gas lift design is required where the effects of the gas injection are modeled to quantify the actual 

improvement in gas production. Most gas lift models are designed for oil reservoirs. Therefore, oil 

IPR models with equivalent Gas-Liquid Ratio (GLR) are used to match the current performance 

of S-10. Figure 57 shows the matched model with the same reservoir parameters as Gas IPR with 

a GLR of ~112783 SCF/STB 

Given that the flow is not optimized when gas is injected down larger 7” tubing, conventional gas 

lift using current wellbore is not a feasible option. Nevertheless, the well can be re-completed with 

smaller diameter tubing. Thereby, a gas lift can be installed using two methods: (1) Coiled Tubing 

Gas Lift (CTGL) with 1.5” CT, (2) Conventional gas lift with 2-7/8” tubing. 

 

 

Use of CTGL with 1.5” CT deployed till 2000m and gas injection rate of ~1 MMscfd results in 

improvement of wellbore dynamics. Figure 58 shows that VLP has shifted in the stable regime 

suggesting optimized flow from this wellbore profile. Similarly, 2-7/8” tubing also shows stable 

flow. In both cases, significant improvement in gas production is observed due to lower WGR 

Figure 57 - Well S-10 system analysis using oil IPR 
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(unloading water with gas injection) and better flow velocities in the wellbore. Higher production 

in the case of CTGL is due to lower frictional pressures. As gas is injected from CT and 

hydrocarbons are produced from the annulus of CT and tubing, this provides a larger flow area. 

Lastly, to ensure incremental recovery, it is prudent to check for the abandonment pressure with 

both completions. In late life scenarios, it is beneficial to select the lift system that maximizes 

recovery. 

Figure 58 compares the use of 2-7/8” tubing conventional gas lift with 1.5” CTGL. In both the 

cases, gas is injected at ~1 MMscfd rate to produce the well. Although CTGL has a higher 

instantaneous production, it also has a higher abandonment pressure compared to 2-7/8”. 

Therefore, despite relatively lower instantaneous production in case of 2-7/8”, because it 

moderately increases the recovery, it would be a better choice for this well. 

 

  

Figure 58 - Well S-10 Gas lift methods comparison 
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Beam Lift 

Beam lift can be used to unload fluids from S-10 to lower bottom hole pressure and increase 

formation drawdown. As pump efficiency is significantly affected by gas, it is vital to install pump 

below the perforations to avoid gas intake in the pump. Fortunately, in case of S-10, there is enough 

rat-hole to install and anchor the pump below the perforations. The pump is set at 3377 meters and 

well is completed with 2-7/8” tubing inside the current 5-1/2” string. The annulus of 2-7/8” and 5-

1/2” is used to produce gas while liquids are produced through the pump in 2-7/8” tubing. 

Beam lift design is based on two underlying principles, continuous production of fluids that can 

be produced by the reservoir (estimated through stable gas rate and WGR), and ensure minimum 

pumping speed for maximum pump life (as low as possible with a limit of 10 Stokes Per Minute - 

SPM). Design is conducted on QRod and RODSTAR, commercial software available to design 

beam lifts. 

Figure 59 shows the beam lift design for S-10. Expected production, at 80% pump efficiency (to 

model gas effects) and nine strokes per minute, is ~160 STB/day. This is produced using a 456-

427-100 pumping unit with 100” surface stroke length and 87-E steel sucker rods.  

Due to the high depth of S-10, a large pumping unit and higher-grade sucker rods are required that 

would increase the cost of equipment. Apart from the cost, there are several important factors that 

adversely affect the overall value of beam lift in S-10. These include: 

• Despite being under the 10 SPM, significant wear and tear is still expected due to relatively 

high speed. This would considerably reduce the operating life of equipment. 

• Significant gas production from annulus would cause corrosion. Corrosion inhibition of 

appropriate grade tubulars/sucker rods are required to maximum life 

• Due to minimum infrastructure of pumping units available locally, maintenance and 

upkeep of equipment can be a challenge, incurring significant logistical expenditures 
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Figure 59 - Well S-10 Beam Lift Design 
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An alternative to maximize pump life while ensuring maximum production is to use long-stroke 

surface unit with larger diameter downhole pump. Due to their extended surface stroke, they can 

be run at significantly lower speed than their conventional counterparts. A larger downhole pump 

would also increase pumping capacity in each stroke. Fiber-glass rods with steel rods can be used 

to lower rod weight, however they negatively affect the downhole stoke length (due to elasticity) 

therefore are not considered. These modifications can mitigate some of the factors listed above.  

Figure 60 shows a beam lift design for well S-10 using a Rotaflex long-stroke unit. 1.5” downhole 

pump is used with 290” surface stroke length. Expected liquid production from this setup is ~200 

STB/day at only ~3.8 SPM. The reduced pumping speed translates to lower wear of equipment 

and significantly increased equipment life.  

Despite being technically possible, using specialized equipment will considerably increase capital 

expenditure to install beam lift. Although it will mitigate few of the technical challenges, the 

logistical concerns due to infrastructure unavailability will still be of prime importance when 

conducting economic feasibility analysis. Nevertheless, for trial purposes, long stoke units can be 

a viable option for S-10 and other wells in S-field with similar characteristics. 
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Figure 60 - Well S-10 beam lift design using long-stroke unit 
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Velocity String/Lower ID Tubing 

 

Velocity string or smaller diameter tubing can be used to improve wellbore dynamics and 

production. Different combinations of strings are evaluated to compare performance. These 

sensitivities include: 

• Current Profile: 7” x 5-1/2” Tubing with ~250 meters of 7” casing flow 

• Velocity String: Install 1” CT in 7” x 5-1/2” Tubing  

• Lower ID 2-7/8” Tubing inside 7” x 5-1/2” Tubing 

As evident from Figure 61, the use of smaller diameter tubing significantly deteriorates 

performance due to very high friction pressures. Application of 1.5” CT as velocity string results 

in higher current incremental production of ~0.4 MMscfd however, due to poor VLP stability, any 

further decline in reservoir pressure causes the well to cease production. Moreover, while installing 

a smaller ID tubing or CT in the well, it is advantageous to inject gas from this conduit to realize 

the additional benefit in the production. Therefore, a gas lift is a better option than a velocity string 

in this scenario. 

Figure 61 - Well S-10 Velocity string and 2-7/8" Tubing 
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Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

With 5-1/2” tubing and ~6 MMscfd critical rate 

Figure 62 shows the flow rate vs 

pressure plot to select the plunger 

type. Current modeled conditions 

are shown in the red circle in 

Figure 62. Based on gas velocity, 

current conditions fall under 

continuous plunger lift range 

however due to severe liquid 

loading, velocity in the wellbore is 

low and current conditions are 

near the border for a conventional 

plunger. 

This plot only suggests feasibility 

regardless of design. To confirm 

applicability, plunger design is required. 

 

 

Figure 62 - Well S-10 PAGL type plot 

Table 13 - Well S-10 PAGL design with current 5-1/2" tubing 
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Table 13 shows the design of PAGL with current tubing. Due to the high tubing critical rate, 

installing a plunger requires ~1600 psi surface gas injection pressure to lift fluid and plunger to 

the surface, which is not available. Also due to low slug volume in the continuous plunger, liquid 

production is minimum. 

In this design, due to the high target liquid requirement, the plunger needs to conduct ~255 cycles 

per day, which is also unattainable. Therefore, a plunger lift with current tubing is not a feasible 

option. An alternative option to install PAGL in this well is to re-complete the well with 2-7/8” 

tubing. 

With 2-7/8” Tubing and 1.35 MMscfd critical rate 

If well S-10 is recompleted with 

2-7/8” tubing, expected gas 

production is similar to the 

current production of ~1.1 

MMscfd. Figure 63 depicts the 

PAGL selection plot where 

current conditions are suitable 

for a continuous plunger, 

denoted by the red circle. As 

continuous PAGL is the more 

suitable choice for well S-5, 

injection pressure in this well is 

limited to 90% of Flowing  

bottom Hole Pressure (FBHP), 

which is ~590 psi in 2-7/8” tubing. 

Given the max cycle limit of 60 per day, using a 2-7/8” continuous plunger, well can offload ~120 

STB/d liquid with the limited ~480 psi injection pressure from 2-7/8” tubing (Table 14). To lift 

this column in every cycle, an injection pressure of ~470 psi is required that is also near the limit 

of maximum injection pressure. 

 

Figure 63 - Well S-10 PAGL plot with 2-7/8" tubing 
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In comparison with continuous gas lift in 2-7/8” tubing, total liquid production estimated through 

nodal analysis exceeds ~300 STB/day. This suggests that conventional gas lift is a slightly more 

productive alternative to PAGL in S-10. 

Production Profile 

Decline Curve Analysis (DCA) is used to forecast the production of S-10 after re-completing the 

well with 2-7/8” tubing and installing the gas lift. Despite the requirement of a full-scale reservoir 

model for accurate results post-installation, DCA can yield reasonable estimates of additional 

reserves unlocked by artificial lift. Instantaneous production from the artificial lift is predicted by 

the nodal analysis. Figure 64 depicts the match of S-10 production using hyperbolic and 

exponential decline rates. 

Figure 64 - Well S-10 DCA Plots 

Table 14 - Well S-10 PAGL design with 2-7/8" tubing 
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Table 15 summarizes the results of DCA using hyperbolic and exponential decline respectively. 

The expected reserves based on DCA for S-10 are 0.94 and 1.37 BCF using the two decline 

methods. By re-completing the well with 2-7/8” gas lift completion, instantaneous production 

and ultimate recovery will improve. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Based on the current decline rate and expected production increment, additional ~0.7 BCF gas 

reserves can be produced from S-10 by employing a gas lift as summarized in Table 16. This 

estimation is contingent on the assumptions used in the gas lift design model. 

Well S-10 Summary 

Observations drawn from the above analysis suggest well S-10 should be recompleted with 2-7/8” 

conventional gas lift technology, which will result in incremental production. Further field wise 

analysis and salinity data suggest water production in this well might be from the reservoir. This 

endorses the results of VLP and flow-point analysis, suggesting that liquid loading is a concern for 

this well. As Beam lift design also suggests liquid removals of ~200 STB/day, it could be an option. 

Start Rate 1127 Start Date 10/9/18

End Rate 271.814891 End Date 1/12/25

Reserves (Bcf) 1.37537954 Time (days) 2287

Results - Exponential

Start Rate 1127 Start Date 10/9/18

End Rate 260.3856662 End Date 3/13/23

Reserves (Bcf) 0.947749445 Time (days) 1616

Results - Hyperbolic

Table 15 - Well S-10 hyperbolic and exponential DCA results 

Case W/o Gaslift

Start Rate 1127

End Rate 300

Decline 0.00062159

Time (days) 2129.27558

Reserves (Bcf) 1.33046337

End Point Estimate

Case W/ Gaslift

Start Rate 1600

End Rate 300

Decline 0.00062159

Time (days) 2693.06449

Reserves (Bcf) 2.09141764

End Point Estimate

Table 16 - Well S-10 incremental recovery from gas 
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Well S-11 

S-11 is a development well drilled in S-field. Producing from a sandstone reservoir at ~3288 m 

TVD, S-11 has produced more than 31.2 BCF gas since December 2008. Initial gas production 

was ~22 MMscfd. Pressure depletion caused rates to decline over the years, and the current gas 

rate is ~2.01 MMscfd. Water production started in S-11 from 2016 with increasing WGR. Due to 

the scarcity of well test data, only annual WGR was used in production and nodal analysis. Figure 

65 shows the current wellbore profile of S-11. 

Reservoir Pressure 650 psi Target Interval 3288 m 

Current Production 2.014 MMscfd Following Wellhead Pressure 130 psi 

  

Figure 65 - Well S-11 wellbore profile 
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Production Plot  

Figure 66 shows the gas production and Flowing Wellhead Pressure (FWHP) for S-11 from 2014. 

Bottomhole Pressure (BHP) can be calculated from measured WHP using the VLP correlation for 

this dataset. This allows the evaluation of changing sand-face pressure to observe unusual trends 

and anomalies that may indicate issues like liquid loading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 66 - Well S-11 FWHP plot 

Figure 67 - Well S-11 BHP plot 
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Figure 67 shows the gas rates and BHP for S-11 from 2014. The solid black line at gas rate ~4.4 

MMScfd in Figure 67 depicts the critical gas unloading rate required to offload all fluids from 

wellbore effectively. Based on the current production rate of ~2.01 MMscfd, current gas rates are 

~54% lower than required critical rates. This suggests that liquid loading is a significant issue in 

this well. 

The well S-11 has a relatively stable decline in BHP pressure that suggests a steady increase in 

water hold-up in the wellbore. A sharp increase in BHP is observed at the start of 2016. This is 

due to the onset of water production that resulted in increased hydrostatic pressure in the wellbore. 

For conventional sandstone reservoirs, a decrease in gas rate is a result of steadily decreasing BHP.  

Nodal Analysis 

  

 

 

Figure 68 - Well S-11 reservoir pressure sensitivity 
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Figure 68 shows the sensitivity of reservoir pressure used to match the current production of the 

well in nodal analysis. This suggests reservoir pressure has depleted from ~3000 psi (initial 

pressure for this well was probably depleted from virgin due to production from other wells) to 

~650 psi. This is the primary reason behind the drop in production over the years. 

Stability analysis through the VLP curve (Figure 69) suggests current production is on the left of 

the minimum, although very near to the minimum. This suggests flow is critical in the wellbore, 

and any further decrease in gas rates may result in unoptimized flow and possibly a load-up 

condition. 

 

 

Flow-point analysis (Figure 70) and VLP stability (Figure 69) give a contradicting view on this 

well. Current gas rates are on the left of the VLP curve minimum, suggesting unoptimized flow in 

the wellbore. However, in flow-point analysis, current gas rates are in the stable region (right to 

the apex of OPR curve). Nevertheless, the pressure difference between the IPR and OPR curve is 

~240 psi.  

Figure 69 - Well S-11 VLP stability plot 
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Salinity Analysis 

Source of liquid production in the wellbore can also be used to designate the severity of liquid 

loading. Although any fluid – condensate, formation water and condensed water – can cause an 

increase in hydrostatic pressure and deteriorate well performance, often formation water is most 

detrimental to production. This is mainly because the liquid is introduced at sand-face from 

formation and in lower velocities, is not carried towards the surface. The other two sources of 

fluids are often near the wellbore; therefore, they have to travel a shorter distance. 

In the absence of production logs, salinity data from produced water is used to classify condensed 

water from formation water. Commonly, chloride or sodium chloride content form the basis of 

salinity classification. Gorrell 1958 suggest the following brackets: 

0 to 10,000 ppm NaCl – Fresh/Brackish water 

10,000 to 100,000 ppm NaCl – Salty water 

Over 100,000 ppm NaCl – Brine 

As S-11 water has ~744 ppm salinity, based on the above categories, produced water is most 

likely condensed in this well and is sourced near the surface. 

Figure 70 - Well S-11 flow-point analysis plot 
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Artificial Lift Techniques 

Gas Lift 

A sensitivity run is made on bottom hole pressure with changing WGR to evaluate if the 

application of any artificial lift that requires gas injection (in the wellbore) will aid in improving 

production. For most conventional reservoirs, reduction in BHP will generally increase 

hydrocarbon production. 

 

The current WGR in well S-11 is ~76 STB/MMscf. As evident in Figure 71, by lowering WGR 

through gas injection, bottom hole pressure reduction is observed. This would suggest gas 

increment is possible through a gas lift, which can be confirmed by WGR sensitivity on system 

analysis. 

Figure 72 shows the effect of lowering WGR on system analysis. Gas improvement is observed if 

WGR is lowered to ~20 STB/MMscf or less. Compared to other S-field wells, we see a definite 

improvement in S-11 with lowering WGR due to poor wellbore hydraulics, as suggested by VLP 

stability. 

Figure 71 - Well S-11 WGR sensitivity 
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A gas lift design is required where the effects of the gas injection are modeled to quantify the 

actual improvement in gas production. Most gas lift models are designed for oil reservoirs, 

therefore as a way around, oil IPR using equivalent GOR is used to match the current performance 

of S-11. Figure 73 shows the matched model with the same reservoir parameters as Gas IPR with 

a GLR of ~201419 SCF/STB.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 72 - Well S-11 WGR sensitivity on system plot 
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Figure 73 - Well S-11 system plot using oil IPR 

Conventional Gas lift 

Figure 74 - Well S-11 conventional gas lift design (4-1/2" tubing) 
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Figure 74 shows a conventional gas lift design using 4-1/2” tubing that results in ~0.4 MMscfd 

increment. Further, due to improved hydraulics, the gas lift can produce well until reservoir 

pressure declines below ~450 psi, whereas well will load-up in the current configuration when 

reservoir pressure decreases to ~500 psi. Therefore, a gas lift would not only improve 

instantaneous production but increase ultimate recovery by reducing abandonment pressure of this 

well. 

Gas can also be injected by deploying coiled tubing inside 4-1/2” tubing. Figure 75 depicts system 

analysis with 1.5” CT in wellbore till ~2500m using ~1 MMscfd gas injection. Due to a lower 

conduit available for flow with CT in the wellbore, friction pressures mask the positive effect of 

reduced liquid loading. This results in overall gas rate reduction from current gas rates. Further, 

there is no significant improvement in ultimate recovery by using CTGL. Therefore, it is not a 

viable option for this well. 

 

 

Coiled Tubing Gas lift 

Figure 75 - Well S-11 coiled tubing gas lift design 
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Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

With 4-1/2” tubing (Plunger BHA @ 3030m) 

Figure 76 shows the flow rate vs 

pressure plot to select the plunger 

type. Current model conditions are 

shown in the red circle in Figure 

76. Based on gas velocity, current 

conditions fall under continuous 

plunger lift range however due to 

severe liquid loading, velocity in 

the wellbore is low and current 

conditions are near the border for 

a conventional plunger. 

This plot only suggests feasibility 

regardless of design. To confirm 

applicability, plunger design is 

required. 

 

Figure 76 - Well S-11 PAGL type plot 

Table 17 - Well S-11 PAGL design with current 4-1/2" tubing 
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Table 17 shows the design of PAGL with current tubing. Due to the high tubing critical rate, 

installing a plunger requires ~2800 psi surface gas injection pressure to lift fluid and plunger to 

the surface, which is not available. Also due to low slug volume in the continuous plunger, liquid 

production is minimum. 

In this design, due to the high target liquid requirement, the plunger needs to conduct ~116 cycles 

per day, which is also unattainable. Therefore, a plunger lift with current tubing is not a feasible 

option.  

Nevertheless, as current production is low and the WGR of this well is relatively high, continuous 

plunger lift may improve well performance. However, 2-7/8” tubing is required to install plunger. 

Gas production drops to ~1.2 MMscfd if tubing in the well S-11 is switched to 2-7/8”. Given the 

max cycle limit of 60 per day, using a 2-7/8” continuous plunger, well can offload ~125 STB/d 

liquid with the limited ~480 psi injection pressure from 2-7/8” tubing. To lift this column in every 

cycle, an injection pressure of ~480 psi is required that is also near the limit of maximum injection 

pressure. 

The addition of a continuous plunger lift, that can offload additional fluid from the wellbore 

(compared with 2-7/8” tubing without plunger lift), results in production increase to ~1.6 MMscfd. 

This increment is estimated through the solution bottom hole pressure that will be achieved if ~125 

STB/day fluid is produced by installing a continuous plunger lift. Table 18 shows the PAGL design 

using 2-7/8” for well S-11. 

Table 18 - Well S-11 PAGL design using 2-7/8" tubing 
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Figure 77 shows the system plot including sensitivity for plunger lift. The black arrow depicts 

incremental production that is achieved by lowering bottom hole pressure. Although incremental 

production, and possibly additional reserves, are unlocked with plunger lift, these are contingent 

to the following: 

• Well is currently completed with 4-1/2” tubing; workover is required to re-complete well 

with 2-7/8” tubing and install plunger lift 

• Increased production of ~1.6 MMscfd with plunger lift is still lower to the current 

production of ~2 MMscfd from 4-1/2” tubing 

 

PAGL with 2-7/8” tubing is a feasible option to optimize production from well S-11 when current 

production falls below ~1.6 MMscfd or well loads up due to unoptimized flow in larger 4-1/2” 

tubing. Economics analysis is required to ascertain if reserves that will be produced through the 

plunger lift will be sufficient to make this project profitable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 77 - Well S-11 PAGL system plot 

PAGL Model 
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Velocity String  

 

Figure 78 depicts system analysis results by re-completing S-11 using 1” velocity string. Similar 

to the results of CTGL, using coiled tubing or velocity string increases friction pressures in 

wellbore resulting in higher BHP and lower gas rates. Therefore, installing a velocity string does 

not provide incremental production. 

Well S-11 Summary 

Observations drawn from the analysis conducted suggest the application of gas lift can result in 

improvement in well S-11. The increment realized by injecting gas in current 4-1/2” tubing is ~0.4 

MMscfd. However, given salinity data of ~744 ppm (as NaCl), produced water is likely condensed 

water that is not extensively affecting bottom hole pressure. If fluid level in wellbore is confirmed 

using a fluid sounder, PAGL with 2-7/8” tubing is a feasible option to optimize production from 

well S-11 when current production falls below ~1.6 MMscfd or well loads up due to unoptimized 

flow in larger 4-1/2” tubing. 

Figure 78 - Well S-11 velocity string design 
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Chapter-4: Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations for 

Future Work 

Summary 

This study focuses on the selection of an artificial lift system for dewatering gas wells. A design 

& review workflow is suggested that can be used to compare artificial lift technologies specific to 

the deliquification application. This workflow includes production analysis that quantifies current 

production trends, decline rates, and develops a baseline nodal analysis model. Further, critical gas 

rate analysis is used to confirm liquid loading. Artificial lift design is conducted for all applicable 

lift options, and incremental production is predicted using nodal analysis software. Results are 

compared with the baseline model, and the most optimum lift system is recommended. 

The critical gas rate is discussed in detail as a tool to predict the onset of liquid loading. Widely 

used correlations and their limitations are presented. Based on the drawbacks of published models, 

a weighted average technique is suggested to estimate the critical unloading rate for gas wells. 

Further, a separate discussion introduces machine learning methods that use published datasets to 

predict the critical gas rate. Both the weighted average and machine learning techniques are shown 

to agree in predicting the critical rate. 

Conclusions 

The weighted average critical rate technique is found to fit published datasets of several authors 

better than most other correlations. The error achieved with Turner’s dataset is ~20%, while with 

Coleman’s dataset is ~11%. Excellent match is also achieved with Awolusi’s dataset that consists 

of ultra-low producers. These validations endorse the universal applicability of weighted average 

critical rate for most well types, regardless of their pressure, wellbore design and other parameters. 

The working of weighted average critical rate and design & review workflow is tested on a field 

in Lower Indus Basin, Pakistan. S-field produces from a gas reservoir that has entered its late-life, 

with significant water production in many wells. A total of 10 wells are evaluated from which 3 

are recommended for artificial lift installation based on their current performance, while rest don’t 

require immediate intervention. However, the workflow is completed on these candidates as well 

to suggest why they aren’t selected. Conventional gas lift is recommended for well S-5, which is 
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significantly loaded under current condition. Gas lift with 2-7/8” re-completion is suggested for 

well S-10 while Plunger Assisted Gas Lift is recommended for well S-11 when its production 

drops below ~1.6 MMscfd. These applications endorse the practicality of developed design & 

review workflow, and also aids the operator of these fields in their development plan. 

Recommendations for Future Work 

The outcome of this study is a new method to estimate critical gas rate that is applicable to most 

wells regardless of their characteristics. This critical rate is used to confirm if liquid loading is the 

reason behind production decline in gas wells. If such is the case, a design & review workflow is 

suggested that can be used to compare all applicable artificial lifts for deliquification, to select the 

most effective solution. To further improve the applicability and effectiveness of this study, 

following is recommended as future work 

• Validate and improve the working of weighted average critical rate and machine learning 

model through a large dataset. The machine learning model is created using sample set of 

only 241 wells, which is on the lower side. With significantly more wells, a more robust 

and universally applicable model can be trained using the workflow outlined in this study. 

• Design & Review workflow suggested specific artificial lifts for certain wells in S-field. 

A comparison of predicted and actual production should be conducted after artificial lifts 

are installed in these wells. This will validate the design approach used in this study and 

improve it for future wells if discrepancies are found. 

• Economics analysis was not part of the design in the suggested workflow. NPV calculation 

is an essential component and may alter technical decisions if a project is found to be 

uneconomical, despite being technically possible. Future work can include NPV 

calculations based predicted production profile and estimated cost of artificial lift. 
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Appendix-A: S-field non selected wells 
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Well S-1 

S-1 is the discovery well drilled in S-field. Producing from the sandstone reservoir at ~3200 m 

TVD, S-1 has produced more than ~194 BCF gas since 2003. Initial gas production was ~68 

MMscfd. Pressure depletion caused rates to decline over the years, and the current gas rate is ~6.6 

MMscfd. Water production started in 2016 with an increasing Water-Gas Ratio (WGR). Due to 

the scarcity of well test data, only annual WGR was available for production and nodal analysis. 

Figure 79 shows the current wellbore profile of S-1. 

Reservoir Pressure 800 psi Target Interval 3286 m 

Current Production 6.6 MMscfd Following Wellhead Pressure 114 psi 

 

 

  

Figure 79 - Well S-1 Wellbore profile 
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Production Plot 

Figure 80 below shows gas production and Flowing Wellhead Pressure (FWHP) for S-1 from 

2012. Bottomhole Pressure (BHP) is calculated from measured WHP using the VLP correlation 

for this data set. This allows the evaluation of changing sand-face pressure to observe unusual 

trends and anomalies that indicate issues like liquid loading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 80 - Well S-1 FWHP Plot 

Figure 81 - Well S-1 BHP plot 
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Figure 81 shows the gas rates and BHP for S-1 from 2016. The solid black line at gas rate ~7.6 

MMScfd in Figure 81 depicts the critical gas unloading rate required to offload all fluids from 

wellbore effectively. Based on the current production rate of ~6.6 MMscfd, current gas rates are 

only ~13% lower than required critical rates. 

An apparent change in trend is observed in BHP data post December 2017. The decline in BHP 

has changed, which correlates well with the trend in gas rates that have fallen below the critical 

unloading rate. Moreover, with the loading of water in the wellbore, BHP values had decreased 

for similar gas rates before and after loading started. This is visible when gas rates in June 2017 

and April 2018 are similar at ~6.6 MMscfd; however, BHP is ~400 psi and ~360 psi, respectively. 

In a stable flow regime, similar gas production should have similar flowing bottom hole pressure. 

The extra drop in BHP, in this case, is possible due to ineffective liquid unloading that causes 

additional hydrostatic pressure. 

Note that this BHP is calculated from WHP in this case. Assuming frictional pressure is similar 

for similar gas rates, a decline in WHP (from which we are estimating BHP) can be due to an 

increase in hydrostatic pressure, which could be caused by additional liquid in the wellbore. 

Nodal Analysis 

Figure 82 - Well S-1 reservoir pressure sensitivity 
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Trend analysis of BHP data coupled with critical gas unloading rate suggests possible indications 

of liquid loading in S-1. However, as current rates are only 13% lower than critical rates, liquid 

loading is not expected to be severe in this well. Flow stability can also be monitored through a 

nodal analysis conducted at sand-face (bottom node) and wellhead (top node).  

Figure 82 shows the sensitivity of reservoir pressure by changing the IPR curve. Initially, the well 

produced ~64 MMscfd at virgin reservoir pressure of ~4000 psi (0.433 psi/ft gradient). Reservoir 

pressure was reduced to ~825 psi to match current flowing conditions. 

Although current gas rates are below the critical unloading rate for this wellbore profile, the delta 

between the two rates is only 13%. Further, due to the relatively high gas rate and low water 

production (WGR 56), the flow regime is still dominated by gas in the wellbore (mist flow). This 

suggests stable flow in the wellbore, which is confirmed by the VLP stability plot (Figure 83), 

where current production is on the right of minimum. 

 

Figure 83 - Well S-1 VLP stability plot 
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Another way to quantify flow stability is through flow-point analysis (Figure 84). Flow-point is 

defined as the maximum (apex) of outflow performance curve (OPR) – nodal analysis using 

wellhead as a solution node. A system cannot flow stably at gas rates lower than the apex gas rate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Salinity Analysis 

Source of liquid production in the wellbore can also be used to designate the severity of liquid 

loading. Although any fluid – condensate, formation water and condensed water – can cause an 

increase in hydrostatic pressure and deteriorate well performance, often formation water is most 

detrimental to production. This is largely because the liquid is introduced at sand-face from 

formation and in lower velocities, is not carried towards the surface. The other two sources of 

fluids are often near the wellbore; therefore, they have to travel a shorter distance. 

In the absence of production logs, salinity data from produced water is used to classify condensed 

water from formation water. Commonly, chloride or sodium chloride content form the basis of 

salinity classification. Gorrell 1958 suggest the following brackets: 

0 to 10,000 ppm NaCl – Fresh/Brackish water 

Figure 84 - Well S-1 flow-point analysis 
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10,000 to 100,000 ppm NaCl – Salty water 

Over 100,000 ppm NaCl – Brine 

As S-1 water has ~202 ppm salinity, based on the above categories, produced water is most likely 

condensed in this well and is sourced near the surface. 

Artificial Lift Analysis 

Production data coupled with nodal analysis for well S-1 suggests liquid loading has recently 

started in the well as gas rates continue to decline. However, nodal analysis suggests that the flow 

regime in the wellbore is stable, mist flow. This is expected as current gas rates are only 13% lower 

than critical rates, and source of water is condensed water. Therefore, the application of artificial 

lift in this well is not an absolute necessity at this moment in well’s life. However, the following 

systems can be reviewed to evaluate if they provide enough increment in gas production to justify 

the economics of installation. 

Gas Lift 

Figure 85 - Well S-1 WGR sensitivity 
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A sensitivity run is made on bottom hole pressure with changing WGR to evaluate if the 

application of any artificial lift that requires gas injection (in the wellbore) will aid in improving 

production. For most conventional reservoirs such as in well S-1, reduction in BHP will generally 

increase hydrocarbon production.  

 

 

As seen in Figure 85, there is a decrease in BHP with decreasing WGR. This suggests that the 

injection of gas may be beneficial in improving the performance of this well. However, it should 

be noted that this is a qualitative measure of improvement, as it does not quantify the extent of 

improvement. That is quantified through system analysis with WGR sensitivities. 

Figure 86 shows the effect of decreasing WGR. As WGR decreases from 56 to 45 and further to 

30 STB/MMscf (achieving 45 will require a gas injection of 1 MMscfd gas), the resultant increase 

in hydrocarbon production is negligible - ~0.1 MMScfd. This is an expected result as the flow 

regime in well is already mist flow. Therefore, the increase in gas content does not improve flow 

dynamics drastically. It is impractical to conduct gas lift design at this point as incremental gas 

will not be sufficient to justify gas lift costs. 

 

Figure 86 - Well S-1 WGR sensitivity on system plot 
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Velocity String / Smaller ID Tubing 

As the well S-1 was completed with large tapered 7” x 5-1/2” tubing combination to produce high 

initial rates; this may cause slight inefficiencies at this stage of production. Sensitivity analysis is 

conducted by introducing a 1.5” Coiled Tubing (CT) in the wellbore as a velocity string to improve 

well dynamics. 

  

Similar to gas-lift results, using a smaller ID tubing in the well at this stage reduces the 

performance of the well by introducing additional friction pressure, which ultimately results in 

lower gas production. As current configuration consists of tapered tubing that has 4-1/2” at the 

lower end, using 5-1/2” tubing (ID = 4.892”) results in slightly lower frictions and gas rate of ~6.7 

MMscfd. This incremental production will again fall short of allowing any intervention in this well 

due to poor economics, therefore conducting further design will not yield any benefit. 

  

Figure 87 - Well S-1 Lower ID/Velocity string comparison 
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Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

With current 4-1/2” Tubing and 7” Casing (Plunger BHA @ 3170m) 

Figure 88 shows the flow rate vs 

pressure plot to select a plunger type. 

Current modeled conditions are 

shown in the red circle in Figure 88. 

Similar to results predicted by the 

Weighed Average Critical Rate 

(WACR) model, current production 

falls within 25% of the critical rate. 

Therefore, in this instance, 

continuous/conventional plunger lift 

is not required for this well. 

 As this plot only suggests feasibility 

regardless of design. To confirm 

applicability, plunger design is 

required. 

 

Figure 88 - Well S-1 PAGL type plot 

Table 19 - Well S-1 PAGL design with current 4-1/2" tubing 
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Table 19 depicts the design of PAGL with current tubing. Due to the high critical rate in 4-1/2” 

tubing, installing plunger requires very high surface gas injection pressure to lift fluid and plunger 

to surface which is impractical. Further, the GLR for this well is ~18 Mscf/STB. As per the GLR 

cutoff criteria, this well is not a suitable PAGL candidate. With very high current gas rates and a 

stable flow regime, a plunger lift is not suitable for this well. 

Well S-1 Summary 

Observations drawn from the analysis conducted suggest the onset of liquid loading has occurred 

in well S-1. However, its impact is small in current flowrates. Further, system analysis and tubing 

curves suggest flow in the wellbore is relatively stable, and the addition of any artificial lift 

technique would not drastically improve gas production. Further, in the current scenario, the most 

effective technique to improve the performance of well S-1 would be through reservoir 

stimulation, if such a treatment is required based on well-testing and pressure survey data. 
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Well S-2 

The well S-2 is the appraisal well drilled in S-field. Producing from the sandstone reservoir at 

~3400 m TVD, S-2 has produced more than 137.6 BCF gas since 2003. Initial gas production was 

~60 MMScfd. Pressure depletion caused rates to decline over the years, and the current gas rate is 

~3.7 MMscfd. Water production started in 2016 with increasing WGR. Due to the scarcity of well 

test data, only annual WGR was available for production and nodal analysis. Figure 89 shows the 

current wellbore profile of S-2. 

Reservoir Pressure 700 psi Target Interval 3447 m 

Current Production 3.7 MMscfd Following Wellhead Pressure 127 psi 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 89 - Well S-2 wellbore profile 
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Production Plot 

Figure 90 below shows gas production and Flowing Wellhead Pressure (FWHP) for S-2 from 

2013. Using this data set, we can calculate Bottomhole Pressure (BHP) from measured WHP using 

VLP correlation. This allows the evaluation of changing sand-face pressure to observe unusual 

trends and anomalies that may indicate issues like liquid loading. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 90 - Well S-2 FWHP plot 

Figure 91 - Well S-2 BHP Plot 
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Figure 91 shows the gas rates and BHP for S-2 from 2016. The solid black line at gas rate ~4.6 

MMScfd in Figure 91 depicts the critical gas unloading rate required to offload all fluids from 

wellbore effectively. Based on the current production rate of ~3.7 MMscfd, current gas rates are 

~24% lower than required critical rates. 

An apparent change in trend is observed in BHP data post September 2017. The decline in BHP 

has changed, which correlates well with the trend in gas rates that have fallen below the critical 

unloading rate. Moreover, with the loading of water in the wellbore, BHP values had decreased 

for similar gas rates before and after loading started. This is visible when gas rates in June 2017 

and December 2017 are similar at ~4.4 MMscfd; however, BHP is ~450 psi and ~380 psi, 

respectively. In a stable flow regime, similar gas production should have similar flowing bottom 

hole pressure. The extra drop in BHP, in this case, is possibly due to ineffective liquid unloading 

that causes additional hydrostatic pressure. 

Nodal Analysis 

Figure 92 shows the sensitivity of reservoir pressure by changing the IPR curve. Initially, the well 

produced ~60 MMscfd at virgin reservoir pressure of ~4300 psi (0.433 psi/ft gradient). Reservoir 

pressure is reduced to ~700 psi to match the current flowing conditions. 

Figure 92 - Well S-2 reservoir pressure sensitivity 
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Similar to well S-1, the small delta between critical gas rate and current gas rate suggest liquid 

loading is not severe in this well. Further, due to the relatively high gas rate and low water 

production (WGR 82 STB/MMscf), the flow regime is still dominated by gas in the wellbore (mist 

flow). This suggests stable flow in the wellbore, which is confirmed by the VLP stability plot 

(Figure 93), where current production is on the right of minimum. 

 

Note that the current gas rate in well S-2 is very near to the minimum of the VLP curve. If 

compared with the VLP curve of well S-1, the flow dynamics in well S-2 are significantly more 

unoptimized. This is expected as wellbore profile of both wells are very similar; however, current 

gas rates of S-2 are only ~60% of S-1. 

Salinity Analysis 

Source of liquid production in the wellbore can also be used to designate the severity of liquid 

loading. Although any fluid – condensate, formation water and condensed water – can cause an 

increase in hydrostatic pressure and deteriorate well performance, often formation water is most 

detrimental to production. This is largely because the liquid is introduced at sand-face from 

Figure 93 - Well S-2 VLP Stability plot 
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formation and in lower velocities, is not carried towards the surface. The other two sources of 

fluids are often near the wellbore; therefore, they have to travel a shorter distance. 

In the absence of production logs, salinity data from produced water is used to classify condensed 

water from formation water. Commonly, chloride or sodium chloride content form the basis of 

salinity classification. Gorrell 1958 suggest the following brackets: 

0 to 10,000 ppm NaCl – Fresh/Brackish water 

10,000 to 100,000 ppm NaCl – Salty water 

Over 100,000 ppm NaCl – Brine 

As S-2 water has ~2862 ppm salinity, based on the above categories, produced water is most likely 

condensed in this well and being sourced near the surface. 

Artificial Lift Techniques 

Gas Lift 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A sensitivity run is made on bottom hole pressure with changing WGR to evaluate if the 

application of any artificial lift that requires gas injection (in the wellbore) will aid in improving 

Figure 94 - Well S-2 WGR sensitivity 
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production. For most conventional reservoirs, reduction in BHP will generally increase 

hydrocarbon production.  

Similar to S-1, lowering WGR by injecting gas in the system does result in lower bottom hole 

pressure, as evident in Figure 94. However, as experienced in well S-1, the extent of this reduction 

coupled with current reservoir parameters are not enough to improve gas production to justify 

installing a gas lift. WGR sensitivities quantify this in system analysis shown in Figure 95. The 

increment expected if WGR is reduced from ~82 to ~60 STB/MMscf by the addition of external 

gas is only ~0.15 MMscfd. Therefore, installing a gas lift in well S-2 at this instance will most 

likely yield negative economic value. 

 

  

Figure 95 - Well S-2 WGR Sensitivity on system plot 
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Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

With 5-1/2” x 4-1/2” tubing 

Figure 96 shows the flow rate vs 

pressure plot to select a plunger type. 

Current modeled conditions are 

shown in the red circle in Figure 96. 

Similar to the results predicted by the 

WACR model, current production 

falls within 25% of the critical rate. 

Therefore, in this instance, 

continuous/conventional plunger lift 

is not required for this well. 

 This plot only suggests feasibility 

regardless of design. To confirm 

applicability, plunger design is 

required. 

 

Table 20 depicts the design of PAGL with current tubing. Due to the high critical rate in 5-1/2” 

tubing, installing plunger requires very high surface gas injection pressure to lift fluid and plunger 

to surface which is impractical. Further, the GLR for this well is ~12 Mscf/STB. As per the GLR 

Figure 96 - Well S-2 PAGL type plot 

Table 20 - Well S-2 PAGL design with current 5-1/2" x 4-1/2” tubing 
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cutoff criteria, this well is not a suitable PAGL candidate. With very high current gas rates and a 

stable flow regime, a plunger lift is not suitable for this well. 

Velocity String / Smaller ID Tubing 

Velocity string or smaller diameter tubing can be used in well S-2 in an attempt to improve 

production and wellbore hydraulics. Different combinations of strings are evaluated to quantify 

performance. The sensitivities include: 

• Current Profile: 7” x 5-1/2” x 4-1/2” Tubing with ~320m of 7” casing flow 

• Smaller diameter tubing: Installing 2-7/8” tubing all the way 

• Velocity String: Install 1.5” CT in 7” section of wellbore  

 

 

As seen in Figure 97, the use of smaller diameter tubing significantly deteriorates performance due 

to very high friction pressures, making it an unfeasible option. Application of velocity string in 

larger tubing sections (7”) does yield slight improvement in gas rates (~0.1 MMscfd); however, 

this would not be adequate to justify the cost of re-completing the well. 

Figure 97 - Well S-2 Lower ID/velocity string comparison 
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Well S-2 Summary 

Observations drawn from the analysis conducted suggest the onset of liquid loading has occurred 

in well S-2; however, its impact is small in the current scenario. Further, system analysis and tubing 

curves suggest that flow in the wellbore is relatively stable. Stability analysis, coupled with salinity 

data, suggests produced water is condensed and is not directly causing an increase in the bottom 

hole pressure. Any addition of artificial lift at this instance would not be economical. 
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Well S-4 

The well S-4 is a development well drilled in S-field. Producing from the sandstone reservoir at 

~3260m TVD, S-4 has produced more than 24.5 BCF gas since 2003. Initial gas production was 

~12 MMscfd. Pressure depletion caused rates to decline over the years, and the current gas rate is 

~3.3 MMscfd. Water production started in 2009, with increasing WGR. Due to the scarcity of well 

test data, only annual WGR was available for production and nodal analysis. Figure 98 shows the 

current wellbore profile of S-4. 

Reservoir Pressure 1400 psi Target Interval 3260 m 

Current Production 3.3 MMscfd Following Wellhead Pressure 115 psi 

  

Figure 98 - Well S-4 wellbore profile 
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Production plot 

Figure 99 shows gas production and Flowing Wellhead Pressure (FWHP) for S-4 from 2012. 

Bottomhole Pressure (BHP) is calculated from measured WHP using the VLP correlation for this 

data set. This allows the evaluation of changing sand-face pressure to observe unusual trends and 

anomalies that may indicate issues like liquid loading. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 99 - Well S-4 FWHP plot 

Figure 100 - Well S-4 BHP Plot 
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Figure 100 shows the gas rates and BHP for S-4 from 2012. The solid black line at gas rate ~4.4 

MMScfd in Figure 100 depicts the critical gas unloading rate required to offload all fluids from 

wellbore effectively. Based on the current production rate of ~3.1 MMscfd, current gas rates are 

~26% lower than required critical rates. 

The well S-4 has a steady decline in BHP with a relatively similar slope. This suggests that liquid 

loading has not affected bottom hole pressure significantly. The well S-4 has the lowest initial gas 

production relative to other S-field wells, and water production is reported since 2009. Despite low 

gas rates and early water breakthrough, WGR for well S-4 is only 20 STB/MMscf, which suggests 

that water production issue is not significant. This can be confirmed further with nodal analysis 

and an attempt to improve gas production through a reduction in WGR. 

Nodal Analysis 

Figure 101 shows the sensitivity of reservoir pressure by changing the IPR curve. Initially, the well 

produced ~12 MMscfd at a depleted reservoir pressure of ~3200 psi. Reservoir pressure is reduced 

to ~1400 psi to match the current flowing conditions. 

 

Figure 101 - Well S-4 reservoir pressure sensitivity 
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The small delta between critical gas rate and current gas rate suggest liquid loading is not severe 

in this well. Further, due to the relatively high gas rate and low water production (WGR 20 

STB/MMscf), the flow regime is still dominated by gas in the wellbore (mist flow). This suggests 

stable flow in the wellbore, which is confirmed by the VLP stability plot (Figure 102), where 

current production is on the right of minimum. 

The flow-point analysis shown in Figure 103 suggests a well pressure differential of ~100 psi, 

which is lower than other wells, suggesting liquid loading is not severe. This supports the findings 

through VLP stability. As production is on the right of the OPR curve maximum, current flow is 

stable in the wellbore. 

  

Figure 102 - Well S-4 VLP stability plot 
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Salinity Analysis 

Source of liquid production in the wellbore can also be used to designate the severity of liquid 

loading. Although any fluid – condensate, formation water and condensed water – can cause an 

increase in hydrostatic pressure and deteriorate well performance, often formation water is most 

detrimental to production. This is largely because the liquid is introduced at sand-face from 

formation and in lower velocities, is not carried towards the surface. The other two sources of 

fluids are often near the wellbore; therefore, they have to travel a shorter distance. 

In the absence of production logs, salinity data from produced water is used to classify condensed 

water from formation water. Commonly, chloride or sodium chloride content form the basis of 

salinity classification. Gorrell 1958 suggest the following brackets: 

0 to 10,000 ppm NaCl – Fresh/Brackish water 

10,000 to 100,000 ppm NaCl – Salty water 

Over 100,000 ppm NaCl – Brine 

As S-4 water has ~32176 ppm salinity, based on the above categories, produced water is likely 

coming from the formation. 

Figure 103 - Well S-4 flow-point analysis plot 
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Artificial Lift Techniques 

Gas Lift 

A sensitivity run is made on bottom hole pressure with changing WGR to evaluate if the 

application of any artificial lift that requires gas injection (in the wellbore) will aid in improving 

production. For most conventional reservoirs, reduction in BHP will generally increase 

hydrocarbon production. 

 

The current WGR in well S-4 is ~20 STB/MMscf, which is low compared to other S-field wells. 

Given the low rate and negligible BHP decline observed in WGR sensitivity on BHP data (Figure 

104), a gas lift might not be feasible in improving production from well S-4. This is confirmed by 

WGR sensitivity on system analysis, as shown in Figure 105, that suggests an increment of only 

~0.2 MMScfd with gas lift. 

 

 

Figure 104 - Well S-4 WGR Sensitivity 
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Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

With 4-1/2” tubing (Plunger BHA @ 3206m) 

Figure 106 shows the flow rate vs 

pressure plot to select a plunger 

type. Current modeled conditions 

are shown in the red circle in 

Figure 106. Similar to the results 

predicted by the WACR model, 

current production falls within 

25% of the critical rate.  

As the current production is fairly 

stable and on borderline for the 

requirement of a plunger lift, it 

seems its installation may not add 

Figure 105 - Well S-4 WGR sensitivity on system plot 

Figure 106 - Well S-4 PAGL type plot 
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further value to the well at this instance. Therefore continuous/conventional plunger lift is 

evaluated for this well. 

Velocity String / Smaller ID Tubing 

Velocity string or smaller diameter tubing can be used in well S-4 in an attempt to improve 

production and wellbore hydraulics. Different combinations of strings are evaluated to compare 

performance. The sensitivities conducted include: 

• Current Profile: 7” x 5-1/2” x 4-1/2” Tubing with ~320m of 7” casing flow 

• Smaller diameter Tubing: Installing 2-7/8” tubing all the way 

• Velocity String: Install 1” CT in 4-1/2” Tubing  

 

 

 

 

Figure 107 - Well S-4 Lower ID/velocity string comparison 
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As seen in Figure 107, using smaller diameter tubing significantly deteriorates performance due 

to very high friction pressures, making that an unfeasible option in the current scenario. 

Application of velocity string in 4-1/2” tubing yields similar gas rates as current wellbore 

configuration; therefore, it is not a feasible option. 

Well S-4 Summary 

Observations drawn from the analysis conducted suggest low WGR and relatively optimized 4-

1/2” ID tubing in well S-4 is adequate to create mist-flow in the wellbore. Although the critical 

gas rate suggests that liquid loading might be an issue in the wellbore, it is manageable at the 

current WGR value of 20 STB/MMscf. Therefore, the application of artificial lift such as Gas lift 

and velocity strings does not result in significant gas increment. 
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Well S-8 

The well S-8 is a development well drilled in S-field. Producing from a sandstone reservoir at 

~3300 m TVD, S-8 has produced more than 223 BCF gas since September 2003. Initial gas 

production was ~82 MMscfd. Pressure depletion caused rates to decline over the years, and the 

current gas rate is ~6.3 MMscfd. Water production started in S-8 from 2016 with increasing 

WGR. Due to the scarcity of well test data, only annual WGR was available for production and 

nodal analysis. Figure 108 shows the current wellbore profile of S-8. 

Reservoir Pressure 680 psi Target Interval 3300 m 

Current Production 6.3 MMscfd Following Wellhead Pressure 111 psi 

  

Figure 108 - Well S-8 wellbore profile 
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Production plot 

Figure 109 shows gas production and Flowing Wellhead Pressure (FWHP) for S-8 from 2016. 

Bottomhole Pressure (BHP) is calculated from measured WHP using the VLP correlation for this 

dataset. This allows the evaluation of changing sand-face pressure to observe unusual trends and 

anomalies that may indicate issues like liquid loading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 109 - Well S-8 FWHP plot 

Figure 110 - Well S-8 BHP plot 
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Figure 110 shows the gas rates and BHP for S-8 from 2016. The solid black line at gas rate ~6.9 

MMScfd in Figure 110 depicts the critical gas unloading rate required to offload all fluids from 

wellbore effectively. Based on the current production rate of ~6.3 MMscfd, current gas rates are 

only ~8% lower than required critical rates. This suggests that liquid loading is not a significant 

concern for this well. 

The well S-8 has a steady decline in BHP with a relatively similar slope. This supplements the fact 

that the current gas rates are closer to critical gas rates; therefore, liquid loading has not affected 

bottom hole pressure significantly. WGR for this well has been relatively constant since 2016. 

Water production started with a WGR of ~60 STB/MMscf, which increased to ~68 by 2018. 

Nodal Analysis 

 

Figure 111 shows reservoir pressure sensitivity that is used to match the current production of well 

S-8 in the nodal analysis. This suggests reservoir pressure has depleted from ~4500 psi (virgin 

pressure 0.433 psi/ft gradient) to ~680 psi. This is the primary reason behind the drop in production 

over the years. 

Figure 111 - Well S-8 reservoir pressure sensitivity 
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Stability analysis through the VLP curve suggests current production is on the far right of the 

minimum that denotes stable flow dynamics. This is evident through a consistent gas rate and 

stable WGR over the years. Figure 112 shows the VLP stability plot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 112 - Well S-8 VLP stability plot 

Figure 113 - Well S-8 flow-point analysis plot 
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Flow-point analysis (Figure 113) suggests that flow in the wellbore is stable, and the effects of 

liquid loading are not significant. Further, as current production is on the right of the OPR curve 

apex, this signifies stable wellbore hydraulics as also predicted by VLP stability. 

Salinity Analysis 

Source of liquid production in the wellbore can also be used to designate the severity of liquid 

loading. Although any fluid – condensate, formation water and condensed water – can cause an 

increase in hydrostatic pressure and deteriorate well performance, often formation water is most 

detrimental to production. This is largely because the liquid is introduced at sand-face from 

formation and in lower velocities, is not carried towards the surface. The other two sources of 

fluids are often near the wellbore; therefore, they have to travel a shorter distance. 

In the absence of production logs, salinity data from produced water is used to classify condensed 

water from formation water. Commonly, chloride or sodium chloride content form the basis of 

salinity classification. Gorrell 1958 suggest the following brackets: 

0 to 10,000 ppm NaCl – Fresh/Brackish water 

10,000 to 100,000 ppm NaCl – Salty water 

Over 100,000 ppm NaCl – Brine 

As S-8 water has ~2387 ppm salinity, based on the above categories, produced water is most 

likely condensed in this well and is sourced near the surface. 

Artificial Lift Techniques 

Gas Lift 

A sensitivity run is made on bottom hole pressure with changing WGR to evaluate if the 

application of any artificial lift that requires gas injection (in the wellbore) will aid in improving 

production. For most conventional reservoirs, reduction in BHP will generally increase 

hydrocarbon production. 
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The current WGR in well S-8 is ~68 STB/MMscf. Despite high gas rates, we can observe 

significant bottom hole pressure reduction, as shown in Figure 114, by adding gas in the system 

(lowering WGR). This would suggest gas increment is possible through a gas lift, which can be 

confirmed by WGR sensitivity on system analysis. 

Figure 115 shows the effect of lowering WGR on system analysis. Significant gas improvement is 

observed if WGR is lowered to ~20 STB/MMscf or less. Compared to other S-field wells, we see 

a definite improvement in S-8 with lowering WGR due to the larger tubing in this well (7” x 5-

1/2”). The addition of extra gas does not increase friction pressures; therefore, notable 

improvement is observed. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 114 - Well S-8 WGR Sensitivity 
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Gas lift design is required where the effects of the gas injection are modelled to quantify the actual 

improvement in production. Most gas lift models are designed for oil reservoirs, therefore as a way 

around oil IPR with equivalent GOR is used to match the current performance of well S-8. Figure 

117 shows the matched model with the same reservoir parameters as Gas IPR with a GLR of 

~637744 SCF/STB. 

With oil IPR, we can inject gas in the wellbore by two mechanisms, conventional gas lift where 

gas is injected down the annulus and produced through 5-1/2” tubing. Secondly, gas can also be 

injected through Coiled Tubing Gas Lift (CTGL), where 1.5” CT is used inside the current 5-1/2” 

tubing. The performance of both systems is shown in Figure 116 and Figure 118, respectively. 

Figure 115 - Well S-8 WGR sensitivity on system plot 
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Figure 117 - Well S-8 system analysis using oil IPR 

Conventional Gas lift 

Figure 116 - Well S-8 Conventional gas lift design 
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System analysis suggests using CTGL deteriorates performance due to the addition of smaller 

diameter coiled tubing that creates additional friction pressure. Conventional coiled tubing design 

suggests ~1 MMscfd gas injection rate (which is a surface constraint) is inadequate to lower BHP 

substantially. The increment in gas observed when gas injection rate is limited to 1 MMscfd is 

only ~0.3 MMscfd, which is not adequate to justify the additional cost of installing a gas lift. 

Velocity String / Smaller Diameter Tubing 

Velocity string or smaller diameter tubing can be used in well S-8 in an attempt to improve 

production and wellbore hydraulics. Different combinations of strings are evaluated to compare 

performance. The sensitivities conducted include: 

• Current Profile: 7” x 5-1/2” Tubing with ~300m of 7” casing flow 

• Velocity String: Install 1” CT in 4-1/2” Tubing  

• Smaller diameter tubing in 7” Casing below the packer 

• Smaller diameter 2-7/8” tubing inside 5-1/2” tubing 

Coiled Tubing Gas lift 

Figure 118 - Well S-8 CT gas lift design 
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As seen in Figure 119, the use of smaller diameter tubing significantly deteriorates performance 

due to very high friction pressures, making it an unfeasible option in the current scenario. 

Application of a velocity string in 5-1/2” tubing yields better gas rates compared to 2-7/8” tubing, 

however still lower than current performance. Using 1.5” CT in the lower section of 7” casing 

below packer results in similar gas rates as current production. 

  

Figure 119 - Well S-8 Lower ID/velocity string comparison 
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Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

With 5-1/2” tubing (Plunger BHA @ 3131m) 

Figure 120 shows the flow rate vs 

pressure plot to select a plunger 

type. Current modeled conditions 

are shown in the red circle in 

Figure 120. Similar to the results 

predicted by the WACR model, 

current production falls within 

25% of the critical rate.  

As the current production is fairly 

stable and only slightly below the 

critical rate, Figure 120 suggests a 

plunger lift is not required (will 

not result in any incremental liquid 

production) due to the sufficient 

velocities currently available in the wellbore. 

 

Well S-8 Summary 

Observations drawn from analysis conducted suggest the application of gas-lift can result in 

production improvement if WGR can be lowered significantly. However, detailed design using a 

conventional gas lift and Coiled Tubing Gas Lift with a surface constraint of ~1 MMscfd injection 

gas suggest improvement is only limited to ~0.3 MMscfd. Salinity data for this well compared to 

other S-field wells suggest produced water is condensed water. Therefore, installing a gas lift will 

not be an effective solution at this instance in the well’s life. 

  

Figure 120 - Well S-8 PAGL type plot 
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Well S-13 

The well S-13 is a development well drilled in S-field. Producing from a sandstone reservoir at 

~3320 m TVD, S-13 has produced more than 42.2 BCF gas since 2008. Initial gas production was 

~28 MMscfd. Pressure depletion caused rates to decline over the years, and the current gas rate is 

~3.1 MMscfd. Water production started in S-13 from 2016 with increasing WGR. Due to the 

scarcity of well test data, only annual WGR was available for production and nodal analysis. Figure 

121 shows the current wellbore profile of S-13. 

Reservoir Pressure 600 psi Target Interval 3320 m 

Current Production 3.1 MMscfd Following Wellhead Pressure 143 psi 

 

  

Figure 121 - Well S-13 wellbore profile 
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Production plot 

Figure 122 shows the gas production and Flowing Wellhead Pressure (FWHP) for S-13 from 2016. 

Bottomhole Pressure (BHP) can be calculated from measured WHP using the VLP correlation for 

this dataset. This allows the evaluation of changing sand-face pressure to observe unusual trends 

and anomalies that may indicate issues like liquid loading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 122 - Well S-13 FWHP plot 

Figure 123 - Well S-13 BHP plot 
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Figure 123 shows the gas rates and BHP for S-13 from 2016. The solid black line at gas rate ~4.4 

MMScfd in Figure 123 depicts the critical gas unloading rate required to offload all fluids from 

wellbore effectively. Based on the current production rate of ~3.1 MMscfd, current gas rates are 

~28% lower than required critical rates. 

An apparent change in trend is observed in BHP data post December 2016. The decline in BHP 

has changed, which correlates well with the trend in gas rates that have fallen below the critical 

unloading rate. Moreover, with the loading of water in the wellbore, BHP values had decreased 

for similar gas rates before and after loading started. This is visible when gas rates in June 2017 

and September 2017 are similar at ~3.6 MMscfd; however, BHP is ~520 psi and ~460 psi, 

respectively. In a stable flow regime, similar gas production should have similar flowing bottom 

hole pressure. The extra drop in BHP, in this case, is possibly due to ineffective liquid unloading 

that causes additional hydrostatic pressure. 

Nodal Analysis 

 

 

Figure 124 - Well S-13 reservoir pressure sensitivity 
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Figure 124 shows the sensitivity of reservoir pressure by changing the IPR curve. Initially, the well 

produced ~28 MMscfd at reservoir pressure of ~3850 psi. Reservoir pressure is reduced to ~600 

psi to match current flowing conditions. 

Similar to other S-field wells, the small delta between critical gas rate and current gas rate suggest 

liquid loading is not severe in this well. This is confirmed by stability analysis through the VLP 

curve, as shown in Figure 125, where current production is on the right of minimum. However, 

due to higher WGR compared to other wells, the use of artificial lift may significantly improve 

gas production.   

 

 

Flow-point analysis (Figure 126) suggests a well pressure difference of ~305 psi, which is higher 

than other wells. Despite having a high WGR, there is significant pressure available in the wellbore 

to improve performance. Nevertheless, current production lies on the right of OPR apex that 

suggests wellbore hydraulics are stable. 

 

Figure 125 - Well S-13 VLP stability plot 
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Salinity Analysis 

Source of liquid production in the wellbore can also be used to designate the severity of liquid 

loading. Although any fluid – condensate, formation water and condensed water – can cause an 

increase in hydrostatic pressure and deteriorate well performance, often formation water is most 

detrimental to production. This is largely because the liquid is introduced at sand-face from 

formation and in lower velocities, is not carried towards the surface. The other two sources of 

fluids are often near the wellbore; therefore, they have to travel a shorter distance. 

In the absence of production logs, salinity data from produced water is used to classify condensed 

water from formation water. Commonly, chloride or sodium chloride content form the basis of 

salinity classification. Gorrell 1958 suggest the following brackets: 

0 to 10,000 ppm NaCl – Fresh/Brackish water 

10,000 to 100,000 ppm NaCl – Salty water 

Over 100,000 ppm NaCl – Brine 

As S-13 water has ~9798 ppm salinity, based on the above categories, it is on the borderline of 

condensed and formation water. Therefore, this data is not adequate to identify the source. 

Figure 126 - Well S-13 flowpoint analysis plot 
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Artificial Lift Techniques 

Gas Lift 

A sensitivity run is made on bottom hole pressure with changing WGR to evaluate if the 

application of any artificial lift that requires gas injection (in the wellbore) will aid in improving 

production. For most conventional reservoirs, reduction in BHP will generally increase 

hydrocarbon production. 

 

Lowering WGR by injecting gas in S-13 does result in lower bottom hole pressure, as shown in 

Figure 127. Although thorough gas lift design is required to quantify the improvement, BHP 

sensitivity suggests gas lift performance may be beneficial for well S-13, if WGR can be lowered 

significantly. 

  

Figure 127 - Well S-13 WGR sensitivity 
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Figure 128 shows the effect of lower WGR on system analysis. Running WGR sensitivities on 

system analysis suggest a significant improvement in gas rates for well S-13, as expected post 

BHP sensitivities. Gas increments of 1.5 MMscfd and higher are possible if WGR is significantly 

reduced from the current value of ~110 STB/MMscf. 

Given current WGR of 110 STB/MMscf and current gas rates of ~3 MMscfd, daily water 

production is approximate ~350 bbl/d. As the gas injection rate in S-field is limited to ~1 MMscfd, 

WGR can only be lowered to ~80 STB/MMscf. This would limit the gas increment to ~0.7 

MMscfd, which would be inadequate to justify gas lift expenses. 

  

Figure 128 - Well S-13 WGR sensitivity on system plot 
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 Velocity String 

 

Velocity string or smaller diameter tubing can be used in well S-13 in an attempt to improve 

production and wellbore hydraulics. As the well is completed with 4-1/2” tubing, installing a 

smaller diameter tubing (which can only be ~2-7/8 flush tubing) will increase friction pressures 

significantly and, therefore, not considered.  

Application of velocity string that is 1” in diameter also deteriorates performance due to added 

friction pressure. Therefore, at this instance, the velocity string does not seem like a viable option 

in this well. 

  

Figure 129 - Well S-13 Velocity string design 
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Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

With 4-1/2” tubing (Plunger BHA @ 3048m) 

Figure 130 shows the flow rate vs 

pressure plot to select a plunger 

type. Current modeled conditions 

are shown in the red circle in 

Figure 130. Similar to the results 

predicted by the WACR model, 

current production falls within 

25% of the critical rate, however 

within the application range of 

continuous plunger lift. Plunger 

lift design is required to ascertain 

the applicability of a continuous 

plunger lift on well S-13. 

 

 

  

Figure 130 - Well S-13 PAGL type plot 

Table 21 - Well S-13 PAGL design with current 4-1/2” tubing 
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Table 21 depicts the design of PAGL with current tubing. Due to the high critical rate in 4-1/2” 

tubing, installing plunger requires very high surface gas injection pressure to lift fluid and plunger 

to surface which is impractical. 

With very high current gas rates and a stable flow regime, a plunger lift is not suitable for this well 

unless it is re-completed with lower 2-7/8” tubing. Re-completing the well at this instance will 

lower current production (due to the added frictional pressures in smaller diameter tubing) and 

well may looser its overall net present value. 

Well S-13 Summary 

Observations drawn from analysis conducted suggest the application of gas lift can result in 

improvement if WGR can be lowered significantly. However, detailed design using a conventional 

gas lift and Coiled Tubing Gas lift with a surface constraint of ~1 MMscfd injection gas suggest 

improvement is only limited to ~0.7 MMScfd. Further, salinity data is unable to classify produced 

water as condensed or formation in the absence of production logs. Therefore, based on available 

data, accurately selecting a suitable artificial lift for this well at this stage is a challenge. 
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Well S-14 

S-14 is a development well drilled in S-field. Producing from the sandstone reservoir at ~3260 m 

TVD, S-14 has produced more than 35.7 BCF gas since March 2009. Initial gas production was 

~25 MMScfd. Pressure depletion caused rates to decline over the years, and the current gas rate is 

~2.59 MMscfd. Water production started in 2012 with increasing WGR. Due to the scarcity of 

well test data, only annual WGR was available for production and nodal analysis. Figure 131 

shows the current wellbore profile of S-14. 

Reservoir Pressure 650 psi Target Interval 3260 m 

Current Production 2.49 MMscfd Following Wellhead Pressure 108 psi 

  

Figure 131 - Well S-14 wellbore profile 
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Production Plot 

Figure 132 shows the gas production and Flowing Wellhead Pressure (FWHP) for S-14 from 2014. 

Bottomhole Pressure (BHP) can be calculated from measured WHP using the VLP correlation for 

this dataset. This allows the evaluation of changing sand-face pressure to observe unusual trends 

and anomalies that may indicate issues like liquid loading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 132 - Well S-14 FWHP plot 

Figure 133 - Well S-14 BHP plot 
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Figure 133 shows the gas rates and BHP for S-14 from 2014. The solid black line at gas rate ~4.4 

MMscfd in Figure 133 depicts the critical gas unloading rate required to offload all fluids from 

wellbore effectively. Based on the current production rate of ~2.59 MMscfd, current gas rates are 

~41% lower than required critical rates.  

The well S-14 depicts relatively stable BHP pressure decline with steady gas production decline. 

Although we can observe regions of stable/constant BHP, overall, the trend between BHP decline 

and gas rate decline is similar. This suggests, despite the onset of liquid loading, water hold-up is 

not influencing BHP significantly at this instance.  

Nodal Analysis 

 

Figure 134 depicts the sensitivity of reservoir pressure that is used to match the current production 

of the well. This suggests reservoir pressure has depleted from ~3500 psi (initial pressure for this 

well was probably depleted from virgin, due to production from other wells) to ~650 psi. This is 

the primary reason behind the drop in production over the years. 

 

Figure 134 - Well S-14 reservoir pressure sensitivity 
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Stability analysis through the VLP curve suggests current production is in the stable region; 

however, very near to the minimum. Figure 135 suggests the current wellbore profile can support 

this gas production until production drops below ~2 MMscfd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 135 - Well S-14 VLP stability plot 

Figure 136 - Well S-14 flow-point analysis plot 
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Consistent with VLP stability, current production is on the right of the OPR apex, suggesting stable 

flow, as depicted by Figure 136. Further, flow-point analysis suggests a well pressure difference 

of ~300 psi. This is consistent with the trend observed in other wells where a higher difference 

between current production and critical gas rate results in a higher pressure difference between 

IPR and OPR curves. 

Salinity Analysis 

Source of liquid production in the wellbore can also be used to designate the severity of liquid 

loading. Although any fluid – condensate, formation water and condensed water – can cause an 

increase in hydrostatic pressure and deteriorate well performance, often formation water is most 

detrimental to production. This is mainly because the liquid is introduced at sand-face from 

formation and in lower velocities, is not carried towards the surface. The other two sources of 

fluids are often near the wellbore; therefore, they have to travel a shorter distance. 

In the absence of production logs, salinity data from produced water is used to classify condensed 

water from formation water. Commonly, chloride or sodium chloride content form the basis of 

salinity classification. Gorrell 1958 suggest the following brackets: 

0 to 10,000 ppm NaCl – Fresh/Brackish water 

10,000 to 100,000 ppm NaCl – Salty water 

Over 100,000 ppm NaCl – Brine 

As S-14 water has ~12730 ppm salinity, based on the above categories, produced water is likely 

coming from the formation. 

Artificial Lift Techniques 

Gas Lift 

A sensitivity run is made on bottom hole pressure with changing WGR to evaluate if the 

application of any artificial lift that requires gas injection (in the wellbore) will aid in improving 

production. For most conventional reservoirs, reduction in BHP will generally increase 

hydrocarbon production. 
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The current WGR in well S-14 is ~106 STB/MMscf. As evident in Figure 137, by lowering WGR 

through gas injection, negligible BHP reduction (~100 psi until WGR is ~20 STB/MMscf) is 

observed. This would suggest a significant gas increment might not be possible with a gas injection 

technology in this well. However, to quantify the increment, WGR sensitivity on system analysis 

is required to model the gas injection effects. 

Figure 138 shows the effect of lowering WGR on system analysis. Relatively low gas improvement 

is observed when WGR is lowered to 20 STB/MMscf by injecting gas. The maximum increment 

observed with the current wellbore configuration is ~0.3 MMscfd. Compared to other S-field wells, 

a notable increment in gas production is not realized in this well. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 137 - Well S-14 WGR sensitivity 
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A gas lift design is required where the effects of the gas injection are modeled to quantify the 

actual improvement in production. Most gas lift models are designed for oil reservoirs, therefore 

as a way around oil IPR with equivalent GOR is used to match the current performance of S-14. 

Figure 140 shows a matched model with the same reservoir parameters as Gas IPR with a GLR of 

~259477 SCF/STB 

With oil IPR, we can inject gas in the wellbore through two routes; conventional gas lift where gas 

is injected down the annulus and produced through 4-1/2” tubing. Secondly, gas can also be 

injected through Coiled Tubing Gas Lift (CTGL), where 1.5” CT is used inside the current 4-1/2” 

tubing and gas is injected through it. 

Similar to results using gas IPR, conventional gas lift results in an increment of ~0.3 MMscfd with 

the addition of ~1 MMscfd injection gas. As suggested by VLP stability and flow-point analysis, 

the flow regime in the wellbore is stable. The addition of any further gas increases friction 

pressures more than it aids in liquid removal; therefore, the cumulative effect is a modest increase 

in gas production. Figure 139 shows the conventional gas lift design result for S-14. 

Figure 138 - Well S-14 WGR sensitivity on system plot 
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Similar to the conventional gas lift, using 1.5” CT to inject gas further deteriorates performance as 

the available flow area for gas is reduced. This results in a significant increase in friction pressures, 

Figure 140 - Well S-14 system plot using oil IPR 

Conventional Gas lift 

Figure 139 - Well S-14 conventional gas lift design 
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resulting in overall lower gas production. Figure 141 depicts the CTGL results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

With 4-1/2” tubing (Plunger BHA @ 2937m) 

Figure 142 shows the flow rate vs 

pressure plot to select a plunger type. 

Current modeled conditions are 

shown in the red circle in Figure 142. 

Similar to the results predicted by the 

WACR model, current production 

falls within 25% of the critical rate.  

As the current production is fairly 

stable and above the critical rate, 

Figure 142 suggests a plunger lift is 

not required (will not result in any 

incremental liquid production) due to 

Coiled Tubing Gas lift 

Figure 141 - Well S-14 coiled tubing gas lift design 

Figure 142 - Well S-14 PAGL type plot 
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the sufficient velocities currently available in the wellbore. Therefore, further design for this well 

is not evaluated. 

Velocity String  

As expected from the results of CTGL, using coiled tubing or velocity string increases friction 

pressures in wellbore resulting in higher BHP and lower gas rates. Further, it also deteriorates 

wellbore hydraulics; therefore, causing the well to load-up earlier than it would in the current 

configuration. Figure 143 depicts nodal analysis results using 1” velocity string in current 4-1/2” 

tubing. 

 

Well S-14 Summary 

Observations drawn from the analysis conducted suggest the application of gas lift through current 

tubing and coiled tubing results in lower gas production than the current scenario. Further, the use 

of velocity string increases frictional pressures in the wellbore resulting in lower production. 

Therefore, in this instance, this well does not require the installation of any artificial lift. 

Figure 143 - Well S-14 velocity string design 
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Well S-15 

S-15 is a development well drilled in S-field. Producing from a sandstone reservoir at ~3300 m 

TVD, S-15 has produced more than 30.7 BCF gas since October 2009. Initial gas production was 

~26 MMscfd. Pressure depletion caused rates to decline over the years, and the current gas rate is 

~2.08 MMscfd. Water production started in 2016 with increasing WGR. Due to the scarcity of 

well test data, only annual WGR was available for production and nodal analysis. Figure 144 

shows the current wellbore profile of S-15. 

Reservoir Pressure 525 psi Target Interval 3300 m 

Current Production 2.08 MMscfd Following Wellhead Pressure 98 psi 

  

Figure 144 - Well S-15 wellbore profile 
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Production Plot 

Figure 145 shows the gas production and Flowing Wellhead Pressure (FWHP) for S-15 from 2014. 

Bottomhole Pressure (BHP) can be calculated from measured WHP using the VLP correlation for 

this dataset. This allows the evaluation of changing sand-face pressure to observe unusual trends 

and anomalies that may indicate issues like liquid loading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 145 - Well S-15 FWHP plot 

Figure 146 - Well S-15 BHP plot 
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Figure 146 shows the gas rates and BHP for S-15 from 2014. The solid black line at gas rate ~4.4 

MMscfd in Figure 146 depicts the critical gas unloading rate required to offload all fluids from 

wellbore effectively. Based on the current production rate of ~2.08 MMscfd, current gas rates are 

~53% lower than required critical rates. 

The well S-15 has a relatively constant BHP with decreasing gas rates. This suggests that the BHP 

trend is not influenced by the reservoir (else it would have had a similar decline trend as gas rates). 

Further, an abrupt decline in BHP values is observed at the start of each year, owing to annual 

WGR values that we use to estimate BHP. Moreover, the WGR for this well has risen drastically 

from 29 in 2013 to ~105 STB/MMscfd by the end of 2018.  

Nodal Analysis 

 

Figure 147 depicts the sensitivity of reservoir pressure that is used to match the current production 

of this well. This suggests reservoir pressure has depleted from ~3000 psi (initial pressure for this 

well was probably depleted from virgin due to production from other wells) to ~650 psi. This is 

the primary reason behind the drop in production over the years. 

Figure 147 - Well S-15 reservoir pressure sensitivity 
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Stability analysis through the VLP curve (Figure 149) suggests current production is in the 

unstable region, on the left of the curve minimum. This suggests flow is critical in the wellbore, 

and any further decrease in gas rates may result in unoptimized flow and possibly a load-up 

condition. 

  

Figure 149 - Well S-15 VLP Stability plot 

Figure 148 - Well S-15 flow-point analysis plot 
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Flow-point analysis (Figure 148) and VLP stability (Figure 149) give a contradicting view in this 

well. The current gas rates are on the left of the VLP curve minimum, suggesting unoptimized 

flow in the wellbore. However, in flow-point analysis, current gas rates are in the stable region 

(right to the apex of the OPR curve). 

A sensitivity run can be conducted using the nodal analysis to ascertain if liquid loading is a 

concern in this well. If significant improvement in production is achieved by artificial lift, 

complete design can be evaluated. 

Salinity Analysis 

Source of liquid production in the wellbore can also be used to designate the severity of liquid 

loading. Although any fluid – condensate, formation water and condensed water – can cause an 

increase in hydrostatic pressure and deteriorate well performance, often formation water is most 

detrimental to production. This is mainly because the liquid is introduced at sand-face from 

formation and in lower velocities, is not carried towards the surface. The other two sources of 

fluids are often near the wellbore; therefore, they have to travel a shorter distance. 

In the absence of production logs, salinity data from produced water is used to classify condensed 

water from formation water. Commonly, chloride or sodium chloride content form the basis of 

salinity classification. Gorrell 1958 suggest the following brackets: 

0 to 10,000 ppm NaCl – Fresh/Brackish water 

10,000 to 100,000 ppm NaCl – Salty water 

Over 100,000 ppm NaCl – Brine 

As S-15 water has ~388 ppm salinity, based on the above categories, produced water is most 

likely condensed in this well and is sourced near the surface. 
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Artificial Lift Techniques 

Gas Lift 

 A sensitivity run is made on bottom hole pressure with changing WGR to evaluate if the 

application of any artificial lift that requires gas injection (in the wellbore) will aid in improving 

production. For most conventional reservoirs, reduction in BHP will generally increase 

hydrocarbon production. 

The current WGR in S-15 is ~105 STB/MMscf. As evident in Figure 150, by lowering WGR 

through gas injection, a significant reduction in BHP is not observed until WGR is reduced below 

~20 STB/MMscf. This suggests a significant increase in gas production is unlikely with the 

addition of a gas in the wellbore; however, it needs to be confirmed with WGR sensitivity on 

system analysis. 

Figure 151 shows the effect of lowering WGR on system analysis. As suggested by WGR 

sensitivity, moderate gas improvement of ~0.3 MMscfd is observed when WGR is lowered to ~20 

STB/MMscf. Compared to other S-field wells, we do not see adequate improvement in production. 

This is consistent with wells where current gas rates are higher than ~2 MMscfd and are completed 

Figure 150 - Well S-15 WGR sensitivity 
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with 4-1/2” tubing. The low increment is a result of additional frictional pressure in smaller 

diameter tubing, with the addition of extra gas. 

 

 

A gas lift design is required where the effects of the gas injection are modeled to quantify the 

actual improvement in production. Most gas lift models are designed for oil reservoirs, therefore 

as a way around oil IPR with equivalent GOR is used to match the current performance of well S-

15. Figure 152 shows a matched model with the same reservoir parameters as Gas IPR with a GLR 

of ~208137 SCF/STB. 

Figure 151 - Well S-15 WGR sensitivity on system plot 
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Gas can be injected in the wellbore through two routes; conventional gas lift where gas is injected 

down the annulus and produced through 4-1/2” tubing, and through Coiled Tubing Gas Lift 

(CTGL) where 1.5” CT is used inside the current 4-1/2” tubing.  

Conventional gas lift results in ~0.3 MMscfd increment as predicted by WGR sensitivity in system 

analysis using gas IPR. Moreover, as the gas increment is insignificant, there is no improvement 

in recovery by lowering abandonment pressure. Therefore, an increment from the conventional 

gas lift at this instance in this well would not justify the additional cost of installation. Figure 154 

shows the gas lift design on a system plot. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 152 - Well S-15 system plot using oil IPR 
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Conventional Gas lift 

Figure 154 - Well S-15 conventional gas lift design 

Coiled Tubing Gas lift 

Figure 153 - Well S-15 coiled tubing gas lift design 
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Similar to the results of the conventional gas lift, where the additional friction pressures due to 

added gas resulted in low gas increment, Coiled tubing Gas Lift is also not lucrative for this well. 

System analysis suggests, installing 1.5” CT in 4-1/2” tubing, results in excessive friction 

pressures. The overall gas production is reduced to ~1.6 MMscfd from the current production of 

~2 MMscfd. Figure 155 depicts the system analysis plot using CTGL. 

Although CTGL has lower instantaneous rates, due to smaller diameter CT, it can produce the well 

to a lower abandonment pressure of ~450 psi. On the contrary, conventional gas lift and natural 

production will only produce the well until reservoir pressure is above ~500 psi. This additional 

gas might result in higher cumulative recovery with CTGL, due to lower abandonment pressure. 

 

 

 

 

 

Coiled Tubing Gas lift 

Figure 155 - Well S-15 CTGL abandonment pressure sensitivity 
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Plunger Assisted Gas Lift 

With 4-1/2” tubing (Plunger BHA @ 3085m) 

Figure 156 shows the flow rate vs 

pressure plot to select the plunger 

type. Current model conditions are 

shown in the red circle in Figure 156. 

Based on gas velocity, current 

conditions fall under continuous 

plunger lift operating range. 

This plot only suggests feasibility 

regardless of design. To confirm 

applicability, plunger design is 

required. Similar to other S-field 

wells, plunger lift in the current 4-1/2” 

tubing will not be a feasible option 

due to the limited surface injection 

pressure available. However, similar to well S-11, this can be re-completed with 2-7/8” tubing to 

improve liquid withdrawals, lower the bottom hole pressures and improve gas production. 

 

Figure 156 - Well S-15 PAGL type plot 

Table 22 - Well S-15 PAGL design using 2-7/8" tubing 
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Gas production drops to ~1.2 MMscfd if tubing in the well S-15 is switched to 2-7/8”. Given the 

max cycle limit of 60 per day, using a 2-7/8” continuous plunger, well can offload ~110 STB/d 

liquid with the limited ~450 psi injection pressure from 2-7/8” tubing. To lift this column in every 

cycle, an injection pressure of ~470 psi is required that is also near the limit of maximum injection 

pressure. 

The addition of a continuous plunger lift, that can offload additional fluid from the wellbore, results 

in production increase to ~1.6 MMscfd. This increment is estimated through the solution bottom 

hole pressure that will be achieved if ~100 STB/day fluid is produced by installing a continuous 

plunger lift. Table 22 shows the PAGL design using 2-7/8” for well S-15. 

Figure 157 shows the system plot including sensitivity for plunger lift. The black arrow on the plot 

depicts incremental production that is achieved by lowering bottom hole pressure. Although 

incremental production, and possibly additional reserves, are unlocked with plunger lift, these are 

contingent to the following: 

• Well is currently completed with 4-1/2” tubing; workover is required to re-complete well 

with 2-7/8” tubing and install plunger lift 

• Increased production of ~1.6 MMscfd with plunger lift is still lower to the current 

production of ~2 MMscfd from 4-1/2” tubing 

 

Plunger lift with 2-7/8” tubing is a feasible option to optimize production from well S-15 when 

current production falls below ~1.6 MMscfd or well loads up due to unoptimized flow in larger 4-

1/2” tubing. The scenario for well S-11 and S-15 is almost identical. Plunger lift can be 

implemented on one of the wells, which can be used as a case study for further applications. 
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Velocity String  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 158 - Well S-15 velocity string design 

Figure 157 - Well S-15 PAGL system plot 

PAGL Model 
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Velocity string or smaller diameter tubing can be used in well S-15 in an attempt to improve 

production and wellbore hydraulics. The sensitivities conducted include: 

• Current Profile: 4-1/2” Tubing 

• Velocity String: Install 1” CT in 4-1/2” Tubing 

• Velocity string in 7” Casing section 

As depicted in Figure 158, the use of smaller diameter tubing significantly deteriorates 

performance due to very high friction pressures, making them an unfeasible option in the current 

scenario. This is similar to the effect in Coiled Tubing Gas Lift. However, production without gas 

injection in CT is higher than with gas injection. This is expected as additional injected gas further 

increases friction pressures decreasing overall gas production. 

Well S-15 Summary 

Observations drawn from the analysis conducted suggest that gas lift or velocity strings do not 

result in significant improvement of gas production at this instance. However, the use of CTGL 

allows the production of well until reservoir pressure depletes to ~450 psi, effectively lowering 

abandonment pressure by ~100 psi, which may unlock additional reserves. A cost-to-benefit and 

NPV calculation are required to conclude whether additional cumulative gas would result in better 

economics, supplementing the loss of higher production that is possible through current wellbore 

configuration. On the contrary, CTGL implementation may be delayed until gas rates decline 

below the rates predicted by post CTGL installation. In such a scenario, application of PAGL also 

becomes feasible, when gas rates are lowered to ~1.6 MMscfd. Therefore, economics analysis can 

be used to select the better option between CTGL and PAGL. However, given low salinity value 

of produced water, produced water is most likely condensed at the surface, and it is vital to confirm 

if it is holding up in wellbore before any artificial lift installation is conducted.  
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Appendix-B: Machine Learning Python Code 
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